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SHOT IN COLD BLOOD.
Louis Metzner Fatally injur-
ed by Robbers.
HELD UP IN HIS STORE.
Three Illas!ied Men Fire Four Shots Into the
Victim's Body.
Chiefs t Police Fritz at an early hour
Friday in i g ru eeived a request from
tlenderes,.. to eend his blood !loan&
thereto be put our the track of the per-
petrator- of the boldest crime ever com-
mitted in thut city.
Louis Metzner wail shot and fatally
wounded about 8:30 o'clockThurs, night
by three masked robbers. Mr. Metzner
is a partner with John Land in a gro-
cery 'at the corner of Seventh and Green
streets in Hender-on. The shooting
took place in the store.
The leghwaynieu chose their time
well. When they entered the house,
Mr. Lang had gone out into the back
yard to leek up the stable door. Except
for an aged negro who so badly fright
ed that he can tell little of what hap-
pened, Mr. Metzner was alone. Brand-
ishiug heavy pistols and wearing long
white nuisks, the intruders approached
the groceryman and called on hint to
throw up his hands.
',Weed of complying with the de-
mand, Mr Metzner started around the
end of the counter toward a shelf On
which ley a ree elver. Before he could
reach it, the 'leaked men began tiring.
Four Shots were discharged at short
mitre and all took effect. Groauing
with agony us his blood gushed from
four wounds, Mr. Moeller sank to the
floor between a stove and counter.
The scoundrels then swiftly left the
store.
Several persons heard the shots IOW
hurtled to the place where they found
Mr. Met zner in an unconscious condition
It is hardly probable that he can live.
The police,assisted by tire citizens,be-
gan an immediate search. The only
clue they had was a meek dropped by
one of the murderers.
LOVE
Prompts a South Carolina Woman to
to Charge Herself 15ith Murder
Yorkville, S. C., Nov. 14.—The vr-
diet in the case of the State againet Mrs.
Ellen Anderson, Daniel Luckie and M.
ft. Reese, was rendered yesterday after-
noon and a few minutes afterwaid
Reese was idiot down while attempting
to escape. The case has been a thor-
oughly sensational one from beginning
to end. Several mouths ago Chas. T.
Williams was found dead with a Luna
in the hack of his head. His body was
discovered on one of the principal
streets of Blacksburg, S C. After an
investigation the arrest of Daniel
Luckie, the brother of Mrs. Anderson,
M. It. Itteee, who was suspected of be-
ing on ii gamete terms with her. and
Mrs. Anelerson herself, followed. On
the trial, whieAretregag Ttesda et:
deuce wits introduced indicating that
Mrs. ElleuAuderson had known Charles
T. Willienis for a number of yours and
that their relations were not above sus-
picion. Her husband, Robeit A. Aud-
erson, left Blacksburg shortly before
the killog and the defendants expected
to put the murder upon him.
However, on the day of the opening
of the treat Anderson was seem as a
witness fur the State. Mrs. Anderson
vvas the last witness for the defense.
She testiaed once claiming her iunce
(once and was recalled. In her second
statement she confessed to the
of Williams. She said that she had m t
him at Tunnel Hill, Ga., before she was
acquainted with her husband. Wil-
liams, she said, had seduced her and
held this fact over her head after she
had become the wife of Anderson. He
had threatened hex and she had fired at
him as he was running away from her
house, she said.
The jury did not believe her story
and late yesterday evening created great
excitemeut by acquitting her and con-
victing Reese and Luckie, against
whom there was strong evidence.
Deputy Sheriff Scoggins started at
once for the jail with Reese and Luckie.
Neither one Was handcuffed. As they
were leaving the court room Reese
bounded down the street in an attempt
to escape. The Deputy Sheriff twice
commanded him to halt. Reese con-
tinued to run and Seoggins fired three
times. Reset staggered a few step' aud
fell with a bullet in his head just an
inch below where the bullet entered the
head of Chas. 'le Williams. Reese is
dying.
FOX HUNTERS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Bardstown, Ky., Nov. 16.—The Na-
tional Fox Hunters Association is hold-
eat its annual meeting here, having
convened this morning. A big time is
anticipated by everybody, as very ela-
borate preparations have besot made for
entertaining the visitors, of whom there
are several hundred. A number of
foxes were captured some time ago and
they will be turned hose to-morrow,
and after they shall have had time
enough to get a good start the hunters
with a large number of dogs will chase
them. These annual meetings are
great affairs.
INSULTED HIS SISTER.
'SPECIAL TO NEW AlER 
Ines, Ky., Nov. 16.—Tim Kazer, who
is well-known in this county, this moru-
ing shot Albert Jameson, probably fa-
tally wounding him. Kazer claimed
that his sister had been insulted by
Jatueson, and that nothing but blood
could pistol* wipe out the injury, so
he as at on the warpath, and finding
Jaw-mite lie shot him twice in the
breast- near the heart. Kazer made
his is cape and has not yet been captur-
ed. J emotion may die from his wounds.
-
'96 Taxes' Last Chance.
A penalty of 6 per cent, e ill be added
to °epeeh tax son December let, 18156
I am eouipelled to • ettle with the State
January 1st, 1597, and unless taxes at-
aid promptly. I e ill add penalty an
°Ilea by leg, at epee.
lee J. DAVIS,
S. C. C.Nos. 6,13 AL
OLDEST HAN IN KENTUCKY. A VERY UNLUCKY DAYS
A Christian County Citizen Dies at a
Very Old Age.
Henry Blankenship, whose sickness
item was mentioned in the last issue of
the Review, died at his home some three
miles north of this place, and was bur
ied at Goshen grave yard. The imme-
diate cause of his death WRS a general
give down of the whole system.
"Uncle" Henry Blankenship, as he
was called, a-as born in Chesterfield
county, Va., the 24th day of March,
1776 He came to Christian county in
the early part of this century and has
lived in either Todd or Christian county
ever since. Ile WaS married when quite
young. He is the father of fifteen chil-
dren, eleven of whom ate still living,
the oldest is 70 and the youngest 36
years old. He, as far as we can learn,
never jeined any church, but was al-
ways a good quiet peaceable citizen.
He was followed to his last resting
place by a large concourse of people.—
Fairview Revi*w.
CLEVELAND'S HOPES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA [
Washington, Nov. 13.—It is said that
President Clevelend has decided upon a
course that may entirely change theRe-
publican program as to the tariff legis-
lation. He will veto the Diugley bill or
any other tariff bill sent to him during
the remainder of his term, because he
believes that business will improve to
such an extent before any tariff measure
could go into effect that the aniount of
revenue coming in will be sufficient for
the needs of the government and wi I
show that instead,:of the Wilson bill be-
ing responsible for the financed trouble
it will be shown to be due to the profli-
gate legislation enacted during the Har-
rison Administration—thus vindicating
himself and Mr Wilson. He believes
that by the time Mr. McKinley goes into
office the revenues—by reason of inn-
provement in the business
situation—will be amply suf-
ficient for every need and will leave the
Republicans confronted by the fact that
there will he no need of changing the
existing tariff law.
The Republicans pretend to believe
that Mr. Cleveland's hopes of sufficient
revenue under the Wilson bill will not
be realized. Of course by extravagance
the Republicans can ;nuke the needs of
the government so great that a tariff
ti ice as high as the Wilson tariff would
not produce enough revenue.
NOTHING IN IT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Nov. Re—There
is absolutely nothing in the sensational
titmice of preparations for war between
the United States and Spain. The coast
defenses are undergoing repairs and
have been for several years. It is said,
however, that Spain will make a an
preme u ffort to suppress the Cuban in-
surrection within the next few weeks,
and that failing in this she may rex( g
nize Cuban independence before the
the dawning of the new year.
BRUTAL WHITECAPS
Whip a Cauple so Severely
That They May Die.
A BLIND BOY SEES.
Terrible Floods Have Devastated Large Por-
tions el the State el Washington.
(SPECIAL TO NEW LEA]
Covington, Ky., Nov. 16.—There was
terrible punishment dealt out late night
—or rather just before day this morning
—to a Mrs. Harrison and one John
Hamilton. Mrs. Hrrrison is a e idow
who resides in Kenton county, several
milett from this; city, and a ho enjoys a
very unsavory repntation among her
neighbors, who have for some time
known that she was a stranger to vir-
tue. Hamilton a-as known to spend
many of his nights at the home of the
widow, so this morning a abort while
before day a number of the men living
mg in the neighborhood, have* repeat-
edly warned the man and woman that
they would be severely dealt with unless
they changed their manner of living,
dressed, themselves in female attire and
repaired to the Harrison residence.
They knew that Hamilton was in the
house, although when they called to
the woman she denied it, declaring that
he had not been there for some days.
The whitecap; then became enraged and
as the woman refused to open the door
they forced an marance. Finding the
woman in bed, they took her into the
yard, tied part of the gang administered
a terrible whipping to her, while the
others searched for Hamilton, who had
hidden in hopes of escaping the fury of
the nightriders. He was found and
given a terrible beating. The man and
woman are both so severely injured that
it is not believed that they can possibly
recover. There is grest:excitement in
the community, and efforts will be made
to leing the perpetrators of the outrage
to justice.
THE BLIND SEE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Oakland, Cal., Nov. 16.—A wonder-
ful discovery was accidentally made in
this city this morning. By an applica-
tion of the Cathode--the X-rays a boy
residing here, who has been blind from
his birth, was enabled to see distinctly.
If it turns out that this will work in 
all
caries of blindness—and it is believed it
will—it will beyond doubt be the most
beneficial discovery ever made.
DAMAGE BY FLOODS.
[sPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Tacoma, Wash-, Nov. 16.—The terri-
ble and almost unprecedented floods of
the last few days have done sever
al
million dollars worth of damage in this
State. In parts of the State the people
are suffering greatly for food, ever
y-
thing they had having been washed
away. The telegraph sires are down
mu nearly every direction, no any
teing
like lull reports of the damage can not
LOW he had.
10-Day is Not Only Friday,
But it is the Thirteenth.
A COSTLY WRECK.
Now Kentucky Will Stand in the Electoral
College When it Meets in January.
[special. TO NEW ERA I
Montgomery, Ala., Nov. 13.—There
was a terrible wreck on the L. & N.rail-
road near here this morning, and it was
costly both in human suffering and in
money. The wreck was maned by rob-
bers, who had removed a rail so as to
throw the train from the track and give
them an opportunity to rob the pass-
engers during the excitement incident
to such an occurrence.
The train wrecked was eassenger
train No. 1, the lightning express that
left Louisville at 322 yesterday
evening and left Nashville at 9:10
last eight and was due in this city
early th a morning. As the
train was running at a very high speed
to make up some lost time it struck the
rail that the robbers had taken up and
replaced with the broad bottom side up-
permost. When the front trucks of the
engine struck the rail that had been
turned over it instantly jumped horn it
on to the cross-ties and was, of roam,
followed by the entire train. The train
was running at such a rapid rate that
after leaving the track it ran more than
two miles on the cross ties before the
engineer could succeed in stopping it,
and as it was being brought to a atop
several of the coaches turned over into
the ditch at the side of the track. The
robbers e-ho were in hiding
near the track so as to be
ready to rush out 'and rob
the passengers, became frightened at
their awful work and made their escape
from the scene as rapidly as possible.
Several shots were fired at them by the'
train men,but they succeeded in making
good their escape. The robbers are not
thought to have been professionals. for
if they had been they would not have
gotten scared and beateitsuch a hasty
retreat.
Strange to say nobody was killed
outright, but throe passengers were
so seriously injured that they may
yet die, and quite a number of others
were ;more or lees injured—bruised,
cut and mashed by the seats when the
ears turned over. There were a num-
ber of miraculous escapes, in fact, it is
almost a miracle that anybody should
have escaped. The passengers that
were hurt were cared for as well as
possible and were brought on this city
as Won as a train could be sent out for
them. The loss to the railroad com-
pany is estimated at between eighty
and a hundred thoneand dollars, as the
locomotive and coaches aed sleepers
were toru to pieces and the track was
torn up for more than too iniles.
The railroad company willeffri-
wards for information leading to the
cal tore of the men who caused the
wreck.
A SOCIALIST'S CRIME.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Washington, D. C., Nov. 16.—A
wealthy merchant of Patrias, Greece,
was killed in the streets of that city
yesterday by a socialist. The incident
created a great sensation, as it was the
first socialist murder to take place in the
kingdom.
SHOUTED FOR McKINLEY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ewe]
Pennitigton Gap, Ky., Nov. 13.—At
this place tee; morning an unknown
miner killed Thomas Fordyce, another
miner, because he shouted for McKin-
ley.., They unknown man evidently
thought that any man who would shout
for McKinley at this late day deserved
to die, because when Fordyce shouted
the unknown man whipped out a large
knife and disemboweled him. The mur-
der in supposed to have been drinking.
THE ELECTION RETURNS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Las)
Frankfort, Ky., Nov. 13.—The returns
from all of the counties in the State are
now given out except two, and accord-
ing to them Smith. the first elector on
the Donocratic ticket ,has exactly two
hundred majority over the lowest elect-
or on the Republican ticket. This comes
through the ignoranee of voters stamp-
ing opposite the name of the first elect-
or under the impression that that voted
the whole ticket, whereas it counted
only for that elector. In the same way
Keith, the first elector on the Republi-
ean ticket, recalled two-hundred and
fifty-eight more votes than the other
electors or the Republican ticket. Ken-
tucky will certainly have twelve Mc-
Kinley electors and one Bryan elector
MARCUS IS DISCREET.
[SPECIAL TO SEW ERA)
Cleveland, 0., Nov. 16.—Mr. M. A.
Hanna was seen yesterday by a report-
er who tried to get from him a state-
ment regarding the gossip connecting
his name with a Cabinet position.
-Your uani:., has been used in connec-
tion with the secretaryship of the treas-
ury," said the reporter. "Will you
make an authoritative statement with
reference to it?"
"No, I will not discuss it at all." was
the reply.
"But some of the newspapers hese-
said that you had declared you would
accept PO office."
-I don't remember ever having said
anything of the kind."
"But you were so quoted
"Well, I ce n't help that," was the re-
ply.
This evening Mr. Hanna will be ban
peened by a number of his friends at
the Union Club. The affair is to be eX-
•lustve Nothing has been made put-
lie about the programme and it is saii.
that no one but the member% of the
club who are invited will be admitted.
Ii
1
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IN SERIOUS TROUBLE
Percy Sullivan Jailed at
St. Louis
IS WELL-KNOWN HERE.
We is a Mealier of One of the Best Families
in the State
When the Nsw Etta announced in
the telegraphic 0011aralls that Percy
Sullivan had been arrested and put in
jail at St. Louis charged with counter-
feiting. No one, probably. in the city
suspected the prisoner was the Percy
Sullivan who is widely acquainted in
Hopkinsville and throughout this sec-
tion.
It develops that the young man has
been leading a rather checkered career.
Recently he married a Miss Wood, of
Virginia. The wedeing was a secret
one.
Sullivan is about twenty-five years
old, handsome and dashing, of the
blonde type ; he also has an abundance
of nerve. He got into trouble in Lou
ieville by taking a bicycle belonging to
a former friend and pawning it. H.
was arrested, but his step-father. of
Bowling Green, paid him out of the
trouble.
He is a member of one of the best
known families in the State. He form-
erly reeided in Bowling Green. While
&resident of Bowling Green he was
erominent in society and military cir-
cles, being Adjutant of the Third regi-
ment. Kentucky State Guards. He at-
tended all the encampments and on
such occasions was &regular lady-killer
He made a fine appearance on a horse.
and seemed to have been cut out for
military service. He caused a young
woman of Louisville to be expellee
from school at Bowling Green.
• He is a nephew of the late Henry
Sullivan, of the defunct Columbian Fire
insurance company of America, and al
so of Charles Sullivan, of Harrodsburg
He was at the home of his uncle, Hetiry
Nee- Sullivan, ot the time the latter met hi-
tragic death. .
Tamed Rim Loose.
Henry Rice, the negro who shot ane
Instantly killed Elbert Yates at Trenton
the day of the election, was released at
his examining trial, held last week in
Elkton. The killing was a clear case of
self-defense.
Just the Same.
The election of Buruam, Republican,
will not change the political standing
of the Court of Appeals. It will still be
Democratic by a majority of one, Judge
Landes, who was appointed by Gover-
nor Bradley to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of Judge Grace, having
been defeated by Judge White in the
let district.
Local Tobacco Market.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Nov. 13, 1896.
Editor New ERA :—
The market this week was very firm
on all offering,. Receipts are light,
only 126 for two weeks. For year 21,120.
_se Sales for year 17,732. Offerings this
week 302. Sales 199.
Lags have advanced lec to ,2c and
quite firm at advance. The offerings
consist largely of common to low med-
ium grades, with now and then a hogs-
head of medium to good leaf, but better
grades have nearly all;been marketed.
Nothing done as yet in new crop.
LCGIL
Common  100 to $1 75
Medium   3(h) to 300
Good   800 to 350
LE.A11.
Common ...$3 00 to $5 00
Medium  500 to 8 Oo
Good.   8 00 to 10 00
A
WRAPPKRS.
Short Ping...«  .r 00 to $8 00
Long  8 00 to 10 00
WEAPPERS STOGIE.
Medium   $600 to 7 50
Good   800 to 1000
1111111(01 LILO'
Medium Leaf  . $5 00 to $7 00
Good 7 00 to 900
Yours truly, '
M. D. Bo ALES.
Charged With Assault.
Claytoe Ewing. colored, is in jail,
where he will remain until the next
grand jury takes action In the caw. He
is charged with assault with intent to
kill Mr. Henry Herndon, a well known
farmer of the Elmo neighborhood. Ew-
ing was arrested and brought to this
city. He waved an examing trial.
Now Officers.
The Clarksville ,Tobacco Board of
Trade has elected the following officers
for the coming year: President, J. C.
Kendrick; first Vice President, Jack
Crouch; second Vice President, Wesley
Dram; Secretary, M. H. Clark; assis-
tant Secretary, F. S. Beaumont; Treas-
urer, W. J. Ely; Sergeant-at-arms,
Gaston O'Brien.
In Future Conventions.
Under the basis heretofore observed
or ene delegate vote for every 200 alto
fraction over 100 cast for the candidates
of the party at a general election, the
representation of the counties compos-
ing the Second district in the future-
^conventions will be as follows: Chris
arse 16; Daviess, 25; Hancock 5; Mc-
Leap, 7; Hopkins, s17 ; Henderson, 20;
U -on, 16; Webster, 10.
Extends Its Service.
',neigh the Twice-a-Week Republie.
of Sr. Louis, excelled all other Westen.
weekly papers in publishing the newt.
camptugn, it now aunouncee that
ate, extended its news serviee, aue
isafter it will give its readers the best
in the country. This means much,
..use the next twelve months will h.
sr keeled with news of big events. Wit/.
tin toe Mit rovements to its service tie
yearly subscription will be the same-
01: teeter a year by Mail, twice a week.
Vote For Appellate Judge.
According to the Telephone the fol-
ic -lug was the vote for AppellateJudge
in tnis disdrict
White 'Andre
3allard  1.641 48!
earlisle. • 1  624 384
liristian 3  147 4,52:
Caldwell .1,526 1,54-;
Jnttenden  1,570 1,566
Oalloway  2.550 569
Eulton  1.187 sees
iraves   4.ble3 1,6$:
Henderson....  . 3,573 2,94;
Hopkins.   3,456 2,476
tickles!"  .1,928 72;
Lyon   963 le.
Livingston  .1,344 tre
darshal 1  808 641i
4eCracken  .2.89% 2.24'
erigg 1  622 1,27s
ejuion. II  771 LON
Webster   ... 1,050 98.
Total 40,541 25,15:
L. & N. Earning..
A comparative statement of the gror
earnings of the Louisville & Naehvill.
itailroaci Company for the first week it
November 1e96, shows the following :
o'reight, $267,996: passenger, $73,420
tniscellaneotur, $27,640, making a tots.
if $369,055, which is a ilecrease of $64,-
115 when compared with the correspond
:ng week of I893, a decrease of $32,14:
:row 1e94, a decrease of $15,285 fron
E893. and a decrease of $97,340 fron
te92.
From July 1st to November 7th, both
laws inclusive,the gross earnings were:
Freight, $5,280,199: passenger, $1582,-
152; miscellaneous, $481,567, making A
,otal of $3,345,738, which is a decrease
of $172,266 compared with sorrespond-
ing period of 1893, but an increase cot
$268,083 over 1,e94, and an increase cot
0013,444 over 1893, but a decrease ol
4819,oi?5 from 1S92. Mileage, 2,984,
Sixth Circle Meeting.
Programme for Circle Meeting to be
held at Salem Nov. 28th and 29th, 1896.
Themes for discussion:
f he importance of prayer-meetings in
the ehurches, and should said meet-
ings be by the pastor or by the
members? . .Claude Bradshaw aim
A. K Word.
How can we encourage and develop our
young church members? ... J. D.
Clardy and E. C. Radford.
Ls there any justifiable excuse for fail-
ing to have a daily family worship?
Winston Henry and C. D. Bell.
Should our church members under any
circumstances sue another. at law':
.. S. J. Lowry and Ed Bogard.
Report on the condition and operation
of the Home Mission Board 
Ed Garrott and J. S. Cheek.
Report on the condition and operation
of the Foreign Mission Board
W. H. Vaughn and J. F. Dixon.




Items of Considerable Local
Interest.
GOSSIP AND GABBLE.
Punesat Paragraphs Pertaining to Popular
People.
BRICATIIITT.—Judge James 'Breathitt
is in Murray presiding over the Circuit
Court of Calloway county. He will be
absent from Hopkinsville about two
..veeka. The docket is said to be largtr
this term than usual.
t t t
To maiteis—Mr. Cyrus Boyd, a KM of
'Squire Jim Boyd, of Kelly, and Miss
Jerry Fortner. of the same vicinity, will
be married to-morrow afternoon at 3
;clock at the Kelly Baptist Church. The
tele P. K IlerudOil will officiate.
ft
RO(iERS.—Mr. James F. Rogers, who
'ins given up the management of "f lie
Republican," in Princeton, and returned
ur this city, will not engage in business
tore. He is patiently waiting for a
,fico of political pie as a reward for his
.vork in the First district.
t t +
CRABB.—Mr. Alex Crabb, who has
been book•keeper at Clark's tailoring
etablishment, has resigned the position
eel accepted a more lucrative one iii
the Louisville and Nashville railroati
dice at Evansville. Mr. Crabb is an in-
instrious and capable young man and
till rise in the company's service.
++f
GUNN.—Mr. Thomas Gunn, who has
,eng been identified with Cerulean
3pringe, will go into the hotel business
it Cadiz. Miss W. L. Dunn and Miss
foaie White, who have been conducting
the hotel, will give it up the first of
lest year. Mr. Guun will be assisted by
de mother and sister.
+ + +
WiLi. wen—Mr. John Curtis Mitchell.
onnerly of this city, will be married on
le 20th inst., to Mies Scott Talley. of
eeruple, Texas. The bride-to-be is a
Laughter of a wealthy Texas physician.
The New ERA anticipates the happy
'vent with congratulations and is join-
el in good wishes for the couple by
tiElly friends.
+ + t
SHRVER—MT. M. F. Shryer, of the to
acre commission firm of Hanbery &
ihryer will be the next postmaster of
rlopkinsville if the wishes of many cite
',ens are realized. He is a life-long Re-
niblican and for a long time has been
in ardent McKinley supporter. As a
iinsiuess man, Mr. Shryer has gained
:he confidence of all persons with whom
re has had dealings. His social quali-
lcations are proverbial.
+ + t
NzeLv.--Mr. Will Neely has deided
to locate permanently in Hopkinsville
ind has already nailed up his shingle
informing tlse public that he will prac-
rice law here. His (Aim is in the Sear-
tent building on North Main street.
%fr. Neely was graduated from the Cum-
erland law school at Lebanon, Tenn.,
mud has read under prominent lawyers
it the local bar. He has a vigorous
aind and studious inclinations. He is
sell prepared for success.
t + + •
FELAND.—Concerning the appoint-
neat of Judge Felaud as a Commission-
of the Western 'Asylum for the In-
-ane, the Russellville Ledger says: "Mr.
Feland has served in this position be-
fore, having been appointed by Gov.
Knott before it become the style to
make the board partisan in its charac-
:er. He is one of the leading Republi-
ans in the State and stands high in po-
itical and professional circles. His ap-
pointment will give satisfaction."
t + +
Pneres.—Mr. R. H. Phelps has sev-
ered hie connection with the Rudd
House as manager and he and Mrs.
Phelps have retursied to Horkineville,
their old home, where Mr. Phelps pro-
poses going into business on his own
1•T 7.7.7 Is
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any 
price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 
years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be che
mically pure. 
Round Oak /2.7iting Stoves 
Are made of selected iron, all joints ground, guaranteed to 
keep fire all night and to
last longer than any other stove made. We have ten different
 sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
1111h 
These household joys do their own talking. They cure 
dyspepsia,:economizelin fuel
and make life a pleasure instead of a burden.
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES 110 BRO.
o There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
For Instance, Our Low Prices





hook. The severance was amicable.
Mr. Phelps thinking to better himself
by the move. Proprietor John Murphy
has assunitel active management of the
hotel, while Messrs. Dick Wilson mid
Chas. Rudd remain in the office —
Ove•eusboro Messenger.
t t t
PErrox.—Rev. W. L. Peyton, Elk -
ton's popular Baptist minister, left yes-
terday for Hopkinsville where he will
make his future home, says the Tod I
County Times, Brother Peyton has
given up his pastorate here, much to
the regret of his many friends, and has
eccepted a call to the church of South
Union, iii Christian county. Ile will
-till preach at Allensville and has been
requested also to fill the pulpit at Locust
eirove. Mr. tend Mrs. Peyton are much
eeloved by the people of Elkton, both in
their church and out of it, and it is
vith Itien regret that We saw them
eave. We wish them every happiness
in their new home.
Will Marry.
A marriage license wan issued Fri-
lay afteruoon by Deputy County Clerk
'rank Prows*, to T. M. Boyd and Miss
Luella Boyd. The couple live in North
Christian and were married Friday.
Death oe Capt. lEarkuff.
Capt. M. W. Karkuff, one of the old •
et citizens of Clarksville, died Friday
'coning of a complication of diseases.
He was bele at Maysville. Ky., March
/, 1832, but had lived in Clarksville since
leer). For two terms he * as City Mar
dial, end for twenty years was Chief of
he Clarksville police force. He was a
eiember of the Christian church. A
vife, three sous and two thiughtere sur-
vive him.
They Have Skipped out.
Bernard SS Duffy, eho for some time
rave had charge of the Troy Steam
Laundry, at Clarksville, left that city
last night Inquiry at the laundry re-
vealed.the fact that the doors of the
dant were closed and no information
ould be obtained. The laundrymen
have left a number of unpaid accounts.
oard bills, etc. One of them secured a
pair of pants from a fellow boarder,
promising to pay for them to day. Their
wherealiouts are suet known.
An Elkton Failure.
John C. Russell, an extensive land
owner of Todd county, filed a deed of
assinentent here Saturdny, nuniing S
IL Perkins as trustee. The a.ssi te con-
sists of a fine 400 acre tract of land val-
ued at PO per acre, and onie p,000
personality. Atneng the creditors art
the Bank of Elkton, $2.000; F. and M
Bank of Elkton, $75e; Mrs. Henry Her
risoe, $1,200; James Storeard, POO; J
if. Armstrong, $3,600; E. Maddox,
,000, aied:B. D. Johnson, POO.
Gains Laws.
The times of open seasons in Ken-
tucky as set forth in the revised statutes
are as follows :
Deer, Sept. 1 to March 1
Squirrels, June 15 to Feb. 1.
Turkeys, Sept. I to Feb. 1.
Wild geese and ducks, Aug. 15 to
epril 1.
Woodcocks, June 20 to Feb.'!.
Quail and pheasants, Nov. 15 to Jan.
Doves, Aug. Ito Feb 1.
Meadow larks and other insectivorous
;eels and song birds protected. Sunday
+hooting is at all timer' prohibited.
We're All Built That Way.
"No Repnblicen was ever known o
work for is living if he could get an on -
thee"— Hopkineville New Fate.
This is tine, true as gospel, but sad
to say it Is Lot confined to any one par-
ticular party. WeeDemocrats like pie,
in fact we hanker for it, and we all
waut it when it is possible to eeoure
-men a small slice of it Human nature
is pretty much the same the world over
end it seenis that the American boy is
born with a desire' to grove up to be a
man anti then an office holder. Office
holding has a peculiar fascination for
most of the people of the United Steam.
—Madisonville Mail.
Swam the River.
Severs! officers had an exciting chase
after a white nian, who gave his name
W.is  C. Robey, at Clarksville last- Fri-
-Lay. He was waeted on the charge of
nouse-breaking and stealing clothing.
watches and fl razor, having broken in-
to the house of a colored woman named
Lucy Allen near the passenger depot.
When hard pressed by the officers, Ho-
toy plunged into Red river and swam
to the opposite shore, clad in a full suit
of clothes and heavy overcoat. He was
arrested and brought back to jail, whee-
lie is awaiting trial. A gold watch was
found upon his persons, which is thought
to be the property of parties at Paris.
Fire at Bell's Chapel.
Says the Todd County Times: 1 he
family of Joe Davieof the Bell's Chapel
to ighborhood, had rather an unpleasant
awakening Monday night. A rebel be-
longing to Mr. Louis Hill caught fire in
some myeteriong way and the flumes
spread to a field of broonisage between
the cabin and Mr. Davis' house. The
brow:image burned like tinder and in a
Little while the flames would have been
right °pea the house. Some men hap
pened to see the fire, run to Mr. Davis'
and aroused the family. Plows were
quickly hooked up and in a few min-
utes enough of the field was turned op
in front of the fire to stop it. The cabin
is supposed to have been set on fire, its
no one was living in it at the time.
Nariann• Radford.
Heaven, open wide your ever-endur
Lug gates; angels, sing loud your
gong of triumph, and receive the sweep
spirit of Marianna Radford; stars, shine
out your brightest that heaven may give
her light.
"Death his on her like an untimely
frost upon the tweetest flower of all the
field." In the very May moru of her
young life when the sun of her aspira-
tions, dreams and hopes seemed just
ing, it has set in the glories of eter-
nity where its goldeu glimmer will
never fade.
The angels had finished her crown
and they rejoiced in her coronation,
where she now stands as bright jewel in
the heavenly throng. Only Time, with
that healing he ever bears on his silent
wings, can effare her memory from the
hearts of those who knew and loved
her. Heavenly Father, stretch out
your protecting arms and tenderly en-




To make it apparent to thoneands,
who think theniselvele ill, that they are
not arlieted with any disease, but that
the system simply needle cleansing, in to
bring comfort home to their hearts, as a
i costive condition is easily cured by us-
iug Syrup of Figs. Manufacture/I by
the Centel-tea Fig Syrup Company only,
and is. d by all druggists.
Notice to Crpditorsi.
All perenno having claims against the
filtrate of Theme's Gr.-vii, deceased, are
hereby melted to file same with either
,f sits v proven, on or before be-
t:umber 1, 1596 (4 V. (/REEN,
THOMAS' (limes. Ja.,
Executors of 'theme. Green, decal.
Nov. 13, 'N. dew to Doc.I
sesee. • tf.r. AM
USEFUL BOOKS
GIVEN AWAY.
Instructions for Making Art and Fancy
Work.
Mrs. Fella Daggett, of Boston, has re-
cently written a book, -Fancy Work
and Art Decorations." that gives prac-
tical instructions for making doilies,
table covers, scarfs. trey cloths, pin
cushions, etc., etc., with fifty Wastes-
none This book, together with "Suc-
cessful Home Dyeing," will be sent free
COUPON. NO. 321.
This Pnt It les nay refol-
er of the New Kr% to
one copy of -piiiney




w h o forwards
t h e attached
coupon and a 2-
cent stionp to
Wells, Richard-
eon & Co., Burlington, Vt.
The above liberal offer is made to ad-
vertise the reliable Diamond Dyes, and
to get their book upon home dyeing into
the hands of women who want to draw
well by making their,old clothing look
like new.
The fact that Diamond Dye* have
been the standael home dyes for nearly
twenty years, and that their sale in-
crease* from year to year. is proof posi-
tive that they have mere had an equal.
DIDN'T FIND ANY 'POSSUIS
But the Happy Hunter. Had Any
Amount of Fun.
A jolly crowd of young people chap-
eroned by Mrs M. H. Nelson went 'pos-
sum hunting Saturday night. They bad
a good time although they failed to fluid
a 'possum. After an hour or two in the
woods the crowd went to the home of
Mrs. Nelson and engaged in an enjoy-
able dance.
Among the mighty hunters mere:
Misses—
Eloise Nelson, Aturie Warfield,
Jessie Howe, Sadie Mahon,





























SPECIAL TO New ERA)
Worthington, p. C., Nov. 16.—Secre-
tary Morton's*nonal report, which
will shortly be made public, will show
that he has saved and turned back into
'he Treasury about 20 per cent. of the
appropriation for the Agricultural De-
partment during his term of office, or
about $2,000,000 in all
A FREE SHIP BILL.
[seeciee TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., Nov. 16.—The re-
port for 1896 of the Commissioner of
Navigation, after refering to the neces-
sity for the passage of a free ship bill,
says that the United States' maritime
rank on the Pacific is threatened by a
new rival, Japan, which, under liberal
and progressive lawn, has just estab-
lished a trans-Pacific steamship line to
the United Steles.
CRAZED BY RELIGION.
An Entirs Family is Affected
by it in Ontario.
VERY STRANGE IDEAS.
They Wetted to Sacrifice :a Child as the
• Pascal Lamb. But Were Prevent-
ed by the Public.
[SPSCIAL TO NEW ERA
Bowmanville, Ont. Nov. 16.—A most
extraordinary case of religious mania is
reported from a farmhouse near the
Long Sault. There for a number of
years resided Elijah Rice, his wife and
fifteen children. The eldest son, Louis.
22 years old, recently became insane,
and announced himself as the "Prince
of the Sand Hills," and declared that
Christ had appointed him to reform the
would. The mania extended to the
father, mother and the other children,
who neglected the farm and 'pent their
time in singing and praying. Recently
the father conceived the ides that Louis
was pursued by the devil, and that it
must be beaten out of him. Louis was
knocked down with a hsit of a chair.
and Mr. and Mrs. Rice and two of the
sons pounded him into insensibility.
When this was accomplished they were
satisfied that the devil was driven oat.
The next move was to celebrate the
Feast of the Passover, and one of the
little children was to be sacrificed as
the "Pascal Lamb." One of the sons, a
mere boy, told this to a clergyman, who
informed the police. On visiting the
farm, the found Rice and his son Louis
suffering from intense mania, and had
them removed to Kingston Insane Asy-
lum. The doctors think that the other
members will recover.
FOR A DUCK HUNT.
.01W:1AL TO NEW ERA j
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 16.—Senator
J. K. Jones left last night for St. Louis.
He will be joined there by Hon. W. J
Bryan and Gov. Stone, of Missouri, and
the three gentlemen will spend a few
days on the St. Francis River duck
hunting. Senator Sones will then pro-
ceed to Washington.
NUT AND BOLT COMBINE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pittsburg, Nov. 13.—The Commercial
Gazette to-day announces the formation
of a combine by some thirty manatee-
Wrote, by which the nut and bolt pm-
duct of the country has; been put into
the hands of one man, a commissioner
The &Odle of the plan are not yet per-
fected,but it in said that an understand-
ing was reached at a meeting held yes-
terday.
A RICH MAN DIED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Lexington, Ky., Nov. l6.—William
W. Bruce, the wealthiest resident of
Lexington, and brother of Colonel S. D.
Bruce, of the 'Turf, Field and Farm,
died yesterlayfof acute bronchitis. He
ayes an estate valued at $300,000.
STATE CROP REPORT,
Monthly Statement of Com-
m ss oner Moore.
CONDITION OF WHEAT.
The Report Is Made up et Replies Front 161
Correspondents
Report on condition of crops and stork
on November 1st is taken from replies
from 151 correspondents, represeetiag
131 counties.
WHEAT.
Early in the season the tendency was
towards a decreased acreage of wheat.
This was materially checked both by
favorable seeding conditions existing
late in the Demon, and by the rapid rise
in the price of this cereal. The scarcity
of good seed wheat as, to some extent,
favored a decreased acreage. The
acreage seeded this season, as compared
with the fall of 183S. is foe per cent.
Taking the figures as returned by the
county assessors, and allowing for the
percentage of the crop plowed up last
spring on account of winter killing,
gives the total of acreage seeded thts
year 4648,024 acres. The condition of
the growing plant, especially the early
sown, is excellent. The growing
weather durieg October resulted in per-
fect germination, and the stand is al-
most perfect, the only exception being
where inferior seed was mown. Some
cases of this kind are reported where re- -
mowing was necessary. Another favor-
able feature is the thorough preparation
of the soil for the crop. Whether con-
ditions favored this to a remarkable de-
gree, and, combined with the stimula-
tion of advancing pricee, the result is
the best cultivated crop for years.
OTHER CROPS.
Reports still show a decrease in for-
mer estimate of yield of corn. Much
complaint, too, is made of quality, dry
rotting and chaffy being the principal -
defects given. A complete report on
yield and quality can not be had unit!
next month, when it is anticipated from
the progress now made that husking
will be sompleted.
nous.
The condition of feeding hogs aver-
ages Fee which is a falling of from last
month. The decrease is due to the In-
creased prevalence of cholera. In view
of the fatility of disease with young
hogs the outlook for a supply of spring
feed is not bright.
SHEEP.
All reports point to a decrease in the
number of breeding of ewes in the
hands of farmers. The low price of
lambs for a series of years, coupled with
the extreme low price of wool, has caus-
ed a gradual curtailment of flocks. The
number of sheep of all kinds September
15 1896, as shown by reports of county
assessors, is 5s13,629, as against 908,615
for same date of 1e95. Sheep are gener-
ally reported in good condition and
healthy.
OTHER LIVE STOCK..
No report of disease among other
classes of live stock ts received. Psi
(urea are phenomenally good for the
season of the year, and it is expected
that the approaching winter will find
all stock in a thrifty condition.
A PPLKS.
The crop of winter apples is very
short. The reports range from 5 to so
per cent of the crop of 1895, which was
an enormously large one. The average
to- the State is 41 per cent, as compared




Two comfortable rooms to feat. one
up-stairs, one downstairs . only a square
from Hotel Latham, apply at this office.
WarrLD—Day boarders and also a
couple in the house. Location con-
venient to everything, only a square
and a half from Hotel Latham Rooms
can be rented twd doors off Apply at
this office.
A Card.
Elsewhere in this issue of the Nsw
ERA appears the professional card of
Mr. Wm. B. Neely, who, much te the
gratification of his many friends, has
decided to locate in this city for the
practice of his profession. Mr. Neely is
a graduate of the law department of
that famous old institution. the Cuni-
beriand University, equated at Leb-
anon, Tenn, In addition to being nat-
urally a very able young man, Mr. Nee-
ly is industrious, and will never fail to
guard closely the every interest of t hole
persons who place their legal busied.'
in his hands. His office is in the Sear-
gent building, in the rear of the office
o.-cupied by Judge Hanbery.
A GOOD PROGILAN ARRANGED.
The City Teachers Will Rola an la•
terestine Meeting Saturday.
The program of the city teachers' Ste
stitate to be held at the Clay School at
9 o'clock a. m., Nov. Sl, is as follows
Pitychology---Qaestions by Superin-
tendent. Discussion by all the teach-
ers
Principles and Methods—"Vo Palters
of Pedagogy," Miss Susie Rutherfi at ;
"Mind Culture Through Iustructioa,"
Miss Albertine
School Hygiene—' Ovex Pressure in
School," Miss AdeliaClifton ; "Eyesight
in School," Miss Martha Walker.
History of Education—' Campe," lila%
Edna Smythe • "Achievements of Petits-
lozzi," Misr Lida Donaldson: "Cornea-
ins," MrsSItlary Ware.
The public is cordially invited.
To ct7RE A COLD IN ONE DA
All druggists refund the monevatt
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine T
fails to cure. Mc. s. t80aa
SWALLOWED A LIZZARD.:
[SPECIAL TO NEW EllA]
Henderson, Nov. 14.—Mies Julia Par-
sons, a girl residing over in Vales
county, near the Union and Hendeeso. a
county line, while drinking water this
morning swallowed a small lizzsxd. :She
beciune suddenly ill, developing
signs of poison. A physician was sent
for, and when he arrived—seeing signs
of poison—he acheittietered an emette
and in:a few memento the girl began to
vomit and to the surprise of the physi-
cian and femily a small hazard a as
vomited up. The girl suffered intense
agony for more than an hour mei tsea
died.
Er. Bell's Pin .-Tar-Hota y sea as a
ha in to the 1 n st, cutting the mucus,
allay ng the m lamstion, heal lig arid
steengThereng It is si re to do you
o".-cannot do you I arm. Thous-
ends have .ee r beuefited by Its use.
.JoJtvit.•,tailat..towidaiiiva44.404.0isklapth#N-
e • • •
5.
••
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THE NEW ERA The stock market does not show anylspecial life notwithstanding Mr. Mc-
Kinley's election.-etatiesitell is\
New Era Printing & rublish'g Co II_miry Clews. enthasiastie gold-bug
HUNTER W000. President. and McKinley man as he is, promises Us
 only AS good times during the next four
years as we hare had during the last
four.
,w Era Building, Seventh
a en, FlIppkinsvillIes Ky.
$ .00 A YEAR.
tt‘velved at the ptO%. Ill Haman's-me
as IIMe(.1141144ABAti matt matter.
ea_
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- ADVERTISING RATES:
tine IneN, first hong-thin - ..
One inch. inie Dion*. , ......  3111)
One loch. three nit ths 
ibie inch. six 1111,11th* .
One inch, one year ..... . . 15 no
Additional rates may be had by •pplIca-
Mon at the office.
Transient advertising most tw pttld fur in
advance.
t 'barges for yearly advertisement% 8111 be
collected quarterls„
All advert Swim-ills inserted wIt hi nal spec-
ified time will be charged for until tattered
out.
, Announcements of Mil rrlages sad Deaths.
exceeding live and notices ot
pr.i.hehlug published gratis.
Obituary Notices. Resolutions of Respect.
anti other similar notices, e vent, per lane.
- CLUBBING RATES: -
The WEEKLY New Eso anti the Mimi Mg
raper one year:
Weekly coacineinnati Enquirer.  $1,23
Week I v St. Louis Republic   1 73
Semi- Weekly lidotie- I ientocrat.  I 73
Weekly  I 75
Home and rattail! .  1
COURT DIRECTORY.
C t • cr Cot-Re-First Monday ui June
and fourth Monday at February and Sep-
tembe.r.
lit'ARTERLY COURT -Stsrond Mondays
in anuary. April. July and October.
Else At COURT-Firet Tuesday in April
and October.
CONTY COURT-First Monday in every
mouth.
Uncle John Wanamaker is looking
over his bargain counter with the eager,
erpectant air of a man who hopes to
find a United States Senatorehip there
H. Clay Evans gets 111010 re,commen•
dations for high offices and fewer offices
than any man in the country. He is
now much talked of for aCabinet place.
The Evansville Courier says '•Sonie
of the gold standard advocates who
were formerly Democrats, speak of the
old party as if they still have a proprie-
tary interest in it. The fact is, they
were all office-holders or office-seekers
who rode the party to deseh while they
were in it and only left it because, as
one of them naively said during the,
campaign, • fthe damned party has got
so that it will not follow its leaders.'
He Was right. Democrats followed these
fah* leaders too long, but tarried their
backs upon them when the effort was
made to lead them ever into the goll
camp. The Democracy is well rid of the
men who recently shared in its betray-
al."
The plan now on foot to establisa an
international court of Arbitration is a
good one and is in ascordance with the
spirit of the nineteenth century, which
demands that everything be done that
can possibly prevent war. The ease
with which the Venezuelan affair has
been practically settled shows the wis-
dom of arbitration. How much
better it is to let each party to an inter-
national quarrel select two judges and
then both agree on the man who is to
hold the balance of power than it is to
go to war and s.heel the blood of the beet
men in each nation' Thee world has
reached a point where it can see that
war does not pay. and the apirit of the
times is agtinst it and in favor of any
method by which it can be averted. It
is not probable that there is a civilized
nation in the world that will object to
an International Court of Arbitration-
** it should be established.
The ablest men in political parties
very rarely et-cure the highest places.
simply because they are usually aggres-
sive and make enemies among theme])
fry. The truth of this statement is
shown by the many unsuccessful at-
tempts of Sherman and Allison and
Reed, the ablest men in the Republican
party, to secure the Prededrittl nomi-
nation of thea‘seirty. Since the organ-
ization of the Republican party in Peal
Roscoe Conkling and Oliver P. Morton
are the only members of it wieo have
been John Sheasuanai equal in Point of
ability and in the:proper qualifications
for the Preseiency, yet he as well as
they fail'-': ee"get it while it went to
such es Lincoln, Grant. Hayes,
Harrison ene ,•Kinley. The man who
stands the nest chance for the nomina-
tion of his party for the Presidency is
usually the man who has had no opin-
ions of his own, who waits until he sees
which way the majority is going and
who then has as little as possible to say,
only letting it be known that he is
with the maaority, and who after the
victory never shouts, but goes about
comforting the defeated by assuring
them that their ideas are held in high
esteem by the victors and will be em-
bodied as mach as possible in their poli-
cies. Such a man is McKinley.
The ire .stest blow struck the
who].' a of Kentucky at the recent
eleetiet, A .14 the defeat of Judge Pryor,
the able Chief Justice of the Court of
Appeals. This was nothing short of a
celtunity, and every man, woman and
child in the State is a loser by it. Judge
Pryor has beeu a member of the Court
of Appeals for more than twenty years,
and being an able man and a close stu-
dent was a credit to the bench. The
State never had a more thoroughly post-
ed, conscientious and upright Judge
-unless it was the late Judie
John R. Grime. Judge Pryor is very
much the same sort of a man that dodge
Grace was-a man who knows no poll-
itics in court, who would do his duty
under any and all circumstances,
no matter how painful that duty might
be Co him. In fact, Judge Pryor is an
ideal Judge and a first-class lawyer,
whereas he is to be succeeded by a wan
who is by no means a first-68as lawyer.
and who is said to be a very rank, bitter
partisan. The people of the district
that elected Burnam had no right to do
it. They had no right to •'saddle" such
A man upon the State. They were not
electing a man to serve themselves
Alone, but to serve the whole State. and
that being the case they ought to have
laid politics aside and elected a first-
class lawyer. A mistake in electing a
Governor is not anything like an impor-
tant as is a mistake in electing a man
for the Court of Appeals, because the
latter not only has to deal with the
property of the citizen, but also with his
very life itself, and that being he case
the people of one section of the State
have no right to impose upon the entire
State simply to satisfy their partisan
prejudice. The whole Court of Appeals
ought to be elected by the State at large,
requiring the candidates to be nomina-
ted by a State Convention or by primary
elections all over the State.
These is more Catarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
put together, and until the last few
years was supposed to be incurable..
For a great many years doctors pro-
nounced it a local disease, and prescrib-
ed local remedies, and by constantly
failing to eure with local treatment,
pronoie a incurable Science has
provet, 4 :arrh Co be a ooustitutional
dee.a.e. ead therefore requires constitu-
te t e•atment. Hall's Catarrh Care,
ni ar. -a, !eared by F. J. Cheney & Co.,
T. flea IA the only constitutional,
earket. It is taken inter
frem 10 drops to ft tea-
It acts directly on the bloodLp •
• ' '11‘111 surfaces of the nystein.
Te • -' -r one hundred dollars for any
rase - ,.:„11 to cure. Send for circulars
and t•••••' I lonialm. Address,
.1 CHENEY & CO , Toledo, 0.
Sold by druggists. 75c.
Nall'. Family Pills are the best.
were.*
_
Mao() has not been beaten yet. but
General Weyler and nearly the whole
Spanish army in Cuba are close up to
Maoeo's Mayard line. It is a touch-
down or a retreat now, and a world-wide
audience of fifteen hundred million% is
looking on.
res-a-er
The capitalists all talk of confidence
having been restored by McKinley's
election, but it is noticeable that RODE
of them will lend a poor devil a dollar
without first getting two dollars to hold
It is a kind of a cotifidence game that
they are trying to play on the country.
Prosperity has already begun. Some
f the railroads are already cutting their
men from 10 to 15 per cent. They are
trying to recoup themselves for the im-
mense sums they have spent helping
elect McKinley. But where does the
prceherity and confidence come in for
the Working men?
_
A dog, crossing a stream, with a piece
of meat in his nieuth, Raw his shadow
in the water. Thinking it another dog
With a larger piece of meat, he made a
grab at the shadow and lost the piece of
meta he had. This is an old fable, but
it sometimes has a modern application
to self-seeking politicians.
_
The gold advocate Democrats of Mis-
souri have adopted resolutions declaring
that they will never again affiliate with
those who voted for Bryan. Of coune
not. Nor will those-who voted for Bry-
an ever again affiliate with them, and
the belots show very clearly which of
the two portico is best able to get along
without the o)ier, says the Evansville
Courier.
Mr. Marcus Hanna Mis so far posi-
tively refused to' stay that he does not
want any office or that he will refuse to
take any. If he cifb so arrange his pri-
vate business as to allow him to clear
eight or nine hundred per cent. on all
the money he has invested he will take
the Treasury portfolio, otherwise he
will administer the government from
his office in Cleveland, Ohio.
Gold is now on trial and the free sil-
ver advocates will do for it what the
gold-bugs would not have done for sil-
ver if Mr. Bryan were going into the
White House in March-give it a fair
trial. If its weakness is shown-as it is
bound to be-no power in the land can
defeat the free silver cause four years
hence. Bimetallism it* right and, there-
fore, it must succeed, and the sooner it
comes, the better it will be for the
nation.
From the hour that he enters the
White House Wm, McKinley will be-
gin to play for a second term-in fact,
he will even appoint his Cabinet with
an eye towards strengthening himself
for his party's nomination in 1900, but
the nomination is all that he'll ever get,
as Wm. Jennings Bryan will so
strengthen himself within the next four
years that it will be impossible for any
Republican to defeat him for the Presi-
dency-that as, the sentiment of the
people will be so overwhelmingly in his
favor that the Republicans will not dare
attempt the wholesale frauds that they
perpetrated on the 3rd day of the pres-
ent mouth.,
The Evansville Courier in its Mem; of
yesterday said: "Even the Republican
press has become disgusted with the ly-
ing accounts of the starting up of man-
ufacturing industries since the election
and is now speaking of such reports as
"fakes." One of the stories which went
over the country was that twenty large
concerns in Evansville had resumed
operations giving employment to several
thousand men. The most of the storiea
published hare had just about as much
foundation as this one. It is simply ab-
surd to suppose that there could have
been any instantaneous activity follow-
ing the election. _h
who w
tire)"
up his COIWYTO upon
mere supposition that everything
was going to be lovely would be a fool."
When the gold-bug Democrats of
New York declared that they were or-
ganizing under the ciente of -The Na-
tional Democratic Party", simply for
the purpose of preserving the principles
and traditions of the Democratic party
-the party of Jefferson and Jackson,
very few Democrats believed them
now none believe them, because they
have held a meeting since the election
and,-all excuse the for the existence of
their organization having ceased-they
decided that it should be maintained,
showing that they were insincere when
they made their first statements to the
public. The gold-bug "Democrats" of
New York had might as well go on into
the Republican party and be done with
it, as that is where they belong, where
they vote and by doing so they would
save the expense of maintaining a sep-
arate organization. Bimetallism will
continue to be an issue until it wins,
and that being the case new party lines
will be established-the gold men who
call themselves Democrats will finally
have to go into the Republican party,
while the silver Republicans will line
up with the Democrats, and ninety-nine
hundredths of the Populists will become
Democrats. All such fellows, however.
as Tom Watson will go where the best
price is paid for demagogues-into the
Republican gold-bag camp.
Now that cold weather has 001110 to
stay several months it is highly proba-
ble that Vice-President-elect Hobart's
coal trust will make a cousiderable raise
in the price of coal, and in that way
prove to the poor people of this country
how very sincere he was when, during
the recent campaign, he pretended to
have their interests SO much at heart
The inordinate greed of the coal trust
will le• responsible for the death of many
poor people who will freeze betweeu
now and next spring. We who live in
Kentucky. where there is coal on every
hand, do not realize what people beim,
in parts of the country remote from the
coal field have-to suffer on account of
the prices of coal, but we can form soot'
idea of it when we are told that in many
parts of the West the farmers find it
cheaper to burn their corn and wheat
than to buy coal. The coal oust is ail
infamous organization and should-fot
the sake of humanity-be broken up.
No combination of capitalists. has the
tined to place the necessaries of life lei
high we to deprive great uumber4 of
hard working people of them but it
will be done as long as those very pore
ple go to the polls and vote for and elect
men who are known to be in favor of
such things, who are known to be the
agents of those combinations of capital-
ists.
'there is no joy in this world equal to,
the happiness of motherhood. A wo-
man's health is her dearest possession.
Good looks, good times, happiness, love
and its continuance, depend on her
health. Almost all of the sickness of
women is traceable directly or indirect-
ly to some derangement of the organs
distinctly feminine. Troubles of this
kind are often neglected because a very
natural and proper Modesty keeps wo-
men away from physicians, whose iu-
siatenee upon examination and local
treatment is generally as useless as it is
common. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription will clo more for them them
than 99 doctors in 100. It will do more
than the hundredth doctor can unless
he prescribes it. It is a preeeription of
Dr. R. V. Pierce, who for thirty years
has been chief consulting physician el`f
the Worle's Dispensary and Invalids'
Hotel at Buffalo. N. Y.,
Sena 21 uine-eent stamps to cover meet
I mallin only, anceget his eretet book,
I he Peopt -'u OM' .110n Sense Med :Id
&doer, a asolateiy /MEE,
+am
Mrs. Martha Cannon has been eltfated
te the I:tale Senate. The committeeof
which she is chairmea *ill not, 
'
doubt-
less, be able to make a report worth
hearing. -
Chicago's daylight robbers stand very
high in their (-lees. They looted the
tenth floor of a eltyscraper a few even- I
ings ago. That was getting High up in
the world.
gerirps that alleged wound in Gen.
Veyler's leg may interfere with his
proposed retiremeet. That is, he may
not be able to retire as rapidly as lie
could wish.
_ 
In 1899 we want to see Wat Herilin
elected Govenew of Kentucky, and
William Jennings Bryan cleated Presi•
dent of these United States in latse and
we:reallye-believe we will see both of
these things occur.
The Kentucky election board ought to.
throw out several counties on account
of irregularities in their returns. The
fact that they are Democratic counties.
of (spurge. has nothing to do with the
'latter, gays the Evansville Courier.
The trial ofJ. H. Hart for bigamy
that was in progress in Paducah a few
days ago took place in the presence- of
six of his eight alleged wives. It is a
great pity that ther4ere not enough
of them to make a jury, but probably he
was glad that there were not.
The big theater hats are coming to
the front again as It grave economical
question-as ivell as a nuisance'.
The grand opera stars have landed in
New York, ready to begin their cam-
paign for the demonetization of the
American public.
The placing in prison of Mrs. ,Castle
in Great Britain was a statu op English
justice, because it wasshown! that 'the
poor woinau was 'really a kleptomeniee
and, therefore, was not responsible for
her actions. Her release from prieou
however, shows that justice Is not en-
tirely dead in England.
- - -
Gen. Win.Birney, the veteran Reptile
publicau who came out for Bryan and
free silver during the reeent' campaign,
tells a story of a Maryland Methodiet
who replied at public meeting to an ar-
gument put forth against the use of sil-
ver by a Methodist Bishop, because it
had been forever "desecrated" by the
use of thirty pieces of it to bribe Judas
Iscariot. According to Gen. Birney the
Methodist gentleman spoke as follows:
'Brethren, the Bishop is wrong. . lie
has not examined his Bible. Clarist
used silver coin. Not only used it, but
sanctioned its use by others. In the 17th
chapter of Matthew. when the tax
gatherer demanded his tax, Christ df-
rected Peter to go the sea, cast ilia hook
and take the fish that first comes ap:
that he would find a silver coin in the
taah's mouth; 'that take and give unto
them for Me and thee.' Now, brethren.
He could just as easily have had Peter
pull out a gold fish with a gold eoin . in
its month as a silver fish with a silver
coin in its month, but he wanted teP
give the example to his followers for all
time to use silver coin.
If the entente -are succeseful in th• it
struggle for liberty they will be able to
restore the island to its former prosper-
ous condition, but if Spain by hook or
crook should succeed in putting down
the insurrection she will never be able
to make the island a profitable piece of
property, because her treasury is bank-
rupt and in order to hold the people in
subjection she would have to maintain
a standing army there at great cost
We say that the Cubans would be aid,
to restore the island to its former pros.
perity because the majority of tam,
like all true children of the tropics, are
content with the barest neceseitho 01
life. The shade of the luxuriant palm):
affords all the shelter they require dur-
ing most ef the year, while the fruits
that grow spontaneously from the rich
soil supply all the food they reouire.
They are amiable and well-disciplined
in the Virtue of self-control, quali-
ties which form a good foundation upon
which to build free citizenship. They,
are courageous-as all people in warm
climates always are-and they are in-
telligent, although lacking in education
They wofild be able to lave even under
the great disadvantages which the war
has brought on the island. They Iniglit
not be able le govern themselves, , but
the world would be glad to see them
an opportunity to try the experi-
ment, and it now looks very mural as if
the opportunity were (-nese at hand.
It is understood that there are three
members of President Cleveland's Calla
net-Carlisle, Herbert and NVileon-
whoin Mr. Cleveland would like to see
provided for bean e he retires front of.
flee. The are all poor and they are dis-
posed from education and experience to
tie better satisfied in public then in pri-
vate dife. Mr. Clevelaud hopes that
Republican squabbles in Kentucky is ill
result in sending Mr. Carlisle back to
the Senate, from which he stepped to
enter the Cabinet, and, although Mr.
Carlisle has said that he would prefer
returning to private life and the prac-
tice of law, there isn't the slightest
doubt he would willingly accept the
Senatorship or failing that, and probab-
ly in preference to that, a seat on the
bench of the United States Sopreine
Court. It is pretty generally 'believeo
that Secretary Herbert will shortly re-
sign and be appointed to a coining va-
cancy in the Supreme Court of the Dis-
trict of Colurubia, and that Mr. Wilsoi
will be given some sort of a judicial ap-
pointment later. When these llama
were first talked about, prcininent u1v em
men declared that the silver majority hi
the Senate would refuse to confirm tie
nomination of any member of Mr
Cleveland's Cabinet to any position, but
that was durieg the excitement of the
campaign. It is quite certain that nei-
ther &linter Morgan or Senator Pugh,of
eis state, would object to Secretary Her-
bert, in fact, they would probably be
glad to see him provided for. Mr. Wil-
son is personally popular in the Senate,
as well as everyvvhere else, and even
Mr. Carlisle has staunch personal
friends eulogy the silver Senators who
would be more likely to help him thee
to tight him. But Republican Senatore
would be glad to hang up eve ry nomi-
nation made by Mr. Clevelienul this win-
ter, as it wash' mean just, that inala
more appoilitments for McKinley t
make.
Qladness Comes
With a better understanding of the
tramdent nature of tee- many phys-
ical ills, which vanish In-fare primer ef-
forts-gentle e Wort s-pleasant etrorts
rightly directed. There is comfort it,
the knowledge. that tee many fern's or
sicknees are not due to see actual •1i•,
ease, but simply to-a constlinatedconai-
tion of the system which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with -millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. It's beneficial
effects eav flue to the fact, that it is ehe
one remedy winch promotes iaternal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it sots. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effeets, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, wide!' isareeinfactured by the Cali-
fornia Icig Syi op Co. only and sold by
all remit able dive-islets.
. If in the enjoymeiet of ea ed health,
and the syetent is rex:ilea huirmdives or
other eteneultes are then era tweeted. If
afflicted with bey nettle' Olaeal,e one
may be annmendeel to the mote ehilL'ut
physiciane, but if in need of a hi eat
one ShOVR1 have the is, and with the
well-It formed everywhere, Syrup of
Fige ,easele highest anal is most largely
aurae *at ti fa• L400 I, 4 lie LAI iiiitiSfilietiOn•
m
The Honorable Alexander Stepl en
Clio- has twee nominated by the De mo-
t-retie caucus of the Gecagia legislature
for United States Senator to succeed
Gen. John II. Gordon. Mr. Clay is an
uncompromising advocate of the free
and unlimited coinage of both gold and
haver at the ratio of 16 to 1.
_
Mr. Bryan is about to publish a book
treating upon the subject of free silver
ceinuge and also contains an analytical
deesertion upon the recent national cam-
paign. It is announced that one-half
of the profits from the sale of this book
will be devoted for carrying forward the
free silver coinage propaganda.
- - -
Mr. Bryan is right when he says the
Democrats who voted for McKinley wal
be welcomed back . to the party ranks,
but only as free silver Democrats. The
Democrate will not abandon this issue
until McKinley shows by bringing
about the return of prosperity that the
siugle gold etendard is the thing.
And still Gen. Weyler has not whip-
ped the "handful of insurgents." Never
before in the history Of the world have
tee hundred thonsand regular troops
made such poor showing against thir-
ty-five or forty-thousand ragged, bare-
footed and etars-ed men as these Span-
ish ..regulars" have made against the
-hane,ful" of Cadent' patriots, who have
beep fighting for theiahomes and fami-
lies.
The Evimeville Courier says: "Mark
Hanna taled like an ongel at a dinner
that was given him at Cleveland the
otlo-r night, and made it appear that
McKinley was another angel. But
when we take the records of these two
men and compare them with scriptural
qualifications or angelship there is a
Lock of consistency about the two ideas
which !oaken one hesitate to accept Mr.
Benue's statements without strong cor-
roborative testimony."
Chairman Jones, of the National
DemocraticCommitteste says that the
intimidation of business men was one
,of the potent causes in Bryan's defeat.
They feared the discipline of the banks
unless they voted for the gold standard
candidate s. Well, business men may
find out before McKinley's administra-
tion is a y ear old that they made a mis-
take-that is unless the booming pros-
pect which the single gold standard ad-
vocates have promised materializes.
. • e
The, Louisville Courier-Journal dis-
avows any concern AP to whom the Re-
pnbliean Legislature ef Kentaeky shall
send to the United States Senate, and
then delivers a warning that neither
Dr. Hunter nor St. John Boyle must be
"elected, because neither is sound on the
money question. It is difficult to un-
derstand whyethe Courier-Journal does
not throw off this pretense of Democra-
ey and come out openly as a Republican
,agati. That is what it is in fact, says
the Evansville Courier.
Thomas J. Bradley, alai defeated
Timothy J. Campbell in one of the New
York City districts, is probably the
the youngest iiaaii ever elected to Con-
nose, as he is barely twenty-six years
of age. It is said that there is a move-
ment on foot among a eumber of the
fond motto m's in his district, to provide
hint with a aiifths before to gout
to Washingtoti. Tommy blushes over
the attention shown him, but so far he
has not evinced any grealtdetiirs to sub-
let aeontract for love-making. He de-
feated Campbell, who has been in Con-
gress as a Republican for many years,
by a majority of 2,747.
_ 
Although Bon. A. S. Berry, of the
Sixth Coegreseional district had believ-
ed that the snarl,- gold standard was the
best currency system for the country,
j, et when his party in national conven-
tion assembled declared for bimetallism
he bowed to the party authority, recog-
nizing the combined braille of the lead-
rs of the Du-mocraey as euperior to his
own Be ause heeid that, because he
was not ass enough to put his brains
against the brains of all of the party
leaders-, who had always been recog-
nized es able men, the geld-bug papers
that had formerly pretended to be Dena
eeraticelenouticed him-denounced him
-to bitterly that many people, knowing
that there must be sonic good in a Mall
incurring the enmity of those journals,
are now asking him to run for Governor.
We auimire Mr. Berry for his backbone,
but we do not believe that he is the
man for Governor, simply because he
/lad the manhood to stand on his party's
platform, when in fact he stood on that
platform because Ile was a candidate
for re-electiou to office and knew he
could not be elected unless he did stand
on that plutform. The next Governor
of Kentucky ought to be and will be
the matchless P. Wat Harlin, the man
who, for the sake of principle, put aside
the gubernatorial office. We say put
aside, because wheu Mr. Hardin au-
flounced at the Auditorium at Louisville
that he was in favor of the money of
theConetit ntiou-eold mid hi her alike-
he knew that he was defeating hansel ,
anew it because the people of Kentucky
had hot been educated up to the free
silver matter. But the fact that he evas
defeating Ininselawhen by changing his
position he could have made his calling
and election sure, (Aid uot budge Wat
Hardin, but on the contrary it only
strengthened his determination to tight
for what was right, knowing full well
that the inherent sense of jratice of
every true son of Kentucky would final-
ly prompt him to put into the executive
chair of the State a man who had the
manbood to choose principle in prefers
(ewe to office.
Every true Democrat not only hopes
that Witt Hantin will be elected Gover-
tier of Kentucky in IhDU, but intends to
cork to that t ed. The party can wipe
away the stain placed upon the Com-
monwealth by tne election of Bradley
only by electingWat Hardin to the Gov-
ernorship in Istel, and we really and
truly hole- and believe that it will do so.
A Small Fire.
Sonic one dropped a lighted cigan tte
in the ele•••ping apartments of J. M. .b-
shire's SIA:0011 and re-staurant at Guthrie
yeeteritay, from which the floor caueht.
A bed-tick was also ignited. I oss
about $30.
Badly Seared.
The people of Prineeton are badly
seared over diphtheria, which is report-
ed to be in that city. A little girl of Os-
car Cautrell'e died last night of the dis-
ease. The public schools have been
(-limed with a view to preventing further
srread of the disease. It is not known
how many ceases are ie the town.
Rev. Thomas Dixon, Jr.
The Rev. 1 homes Dixon, Jr., of New
York, will lecture at the Union Taber-
nacle Monday night of next week.
Benjamin Stainback, Mantigei Mem-
pins Auditoritun said: We had Dixon
last night and Dixon haul us. His great
audience inspired him aild he delivered
the grandest lecture ever uttered from
the Auditorium platform. I want the
refusal of him for next season. Put
that down in your book and don't for-
get it.
Nym Crinkle: He had not spoken
five minutes before some instinct which
I could not analyze told me that he had
something to say to the world and
meant to say it. He is at this moment
one of the conspicuous personal factors
in the progressive church movement. I
feel that this energising young apostle
marks the renaissance of new Christian
etdeavor and a new Christian socialism.
•
mow
A BRUTAL MURDER. TERRIBLE FLOODS
A Mother and Daughter Are Causing CreatSuffering
Murdered in Their Beds. in Washington.
THE COOD OLD NORTH
A Black Bru!e Lynched in the North. but no
Pictures if it had Happened South.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Liberty, Mo., Nov. le.-Jost before
day this moming there was a most
brutal murder in this city. Mrs. Mary
Foley, a handeome widow of 41 years of
age, and her daughter, Mies Beatrice
Foley; aged 16 years-were found mur-
dered in their bids. it is believed that
they were (Tin-dually assaulted and then
murdered in hopes of coia•ring up the
crime.
IN THE PIOUS NORTH.
[SPECIAL Tt.: NEW ERA 1
Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 01.-Last night
a bur]y, black, greasy negro of about 25
summers, enteeed the bed-room of Miss
Tillie Vaughan, a handsome and talent•
ed daughter of one of the wealthiest
wholesale merchants in this city, and
raped her. The matter was reported,and
in a few moments one hundred of the
best citizens of Columbus went to the
jail, took the black brute from the ofli•
cere and not only hung him,
but fired many shots into his body
If this had been South of the Ohio River
the papers in this part of the country
would have pictures of the death of the
negro, but as it is up hero- the news-
papers of this section will have very
littl•• to say about the affair-and will
not have any pictures at all.
_
IT WILL NOT WORK.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Nov. le.- Mayor Todd's
latest scheme is to have a bill introduced
at the extra session of the Legislature
giving the Mayor power to remove the
members of the Boards of Safety and
Public Works at will. The scheme
will not work to his advantage. The
bill would have to pass the Senate as
well as the House, and that it could not
do, for the Democrats would not vote
for it.
Another Fire at at adisonvilie.
The Madisonville, Steam Laundry was
burned up Tuesday afternoon. The
fire was discovered about 1 o'clock, but
it was under such headway that the
flames could not be suppressed. The
boiler and engine rooms wore Raved and
no damage was done to this part of the
plant, but the laundry proper was a
total less. There was perhaps $150 or
4200 worth or clothing in the building
waiting to be washed. This was en-
tirely consumed. The Ions will tunouut
to about $1,200 and not a cent of insur-
ance.
Mr. Ed Cunningham was the proprie-
tor of the laundry. Ile bought the
plant about a year ago and hail put all
his capital into it. lie had labored hard
to build tm a busine.se and had gotten
to the, point where he wile making it
pay him. This fails heavily upon a
most excellent young man. The people
of Madisonville deeply sympathize with
him in his loss and hope that he may be
able before long to rebuild and resume
hie busineas.-Madisonville Hustler.
Noticeig.Creditors. -
All peassentafiliving claitns against the
*tate of Thomas Green, deceased, are
hereby notified to fie same with either
of us properly proven, on or before De-
cember 1, 1590. G. V. GRP:EN,
THOMAS GREEN, JR.,
Executors of Thomas Green, dec'd.
Nov. 13, '96. d&w to Dec.1
MATTERS IN 1ARIETY.
To Rent-A desirelde hone-, apply at
this office. (sot tf
Syracuse Bicycle fair sale cheap. See
Dusty Rhodes at Hotel Latham. tiht
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, office over
City Bank. May 13 '96
Money to loan on real estate, Hunter
Wood, Jr., Agent. d&wtf
Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed
Hominy (Hulled Corny. Elegant lunch
in Milk. Qt. can,. 10c.
The impurities in the blood which
eause scrofulous eruptions are thorough-
ly eradicated by Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Try it.
For biliousness, to regulate the
eowels and --re a torpid liver, use
aightaing Vegetable Liver Pills. 25 per
sox At druggeat
The L. dt N. will melt round-trip
tickets to Nashville at one and one-
third fares on Nov. 19th, good return.
tug on Nov. 20th, acconnt Bostonians.
J. M. Matas, Agt
J. KirchdoerfTer, formerly jeweler ivith
T. G. Yates, will open a repair shop in
store room of McKenzie & Roper oppo-
site Layne's Livery Stable. .First-class
work at low prices. d2twl t
A RICH FIND AT CAIRO.
Chairman Roberts Has Concluded that He
Wants to to:be Collector at Lexington.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA;
Tacoma, Wash., Nov. 17.-Reports
coming in slowly from all over the State
of Washington show the present floods
to be the worst that ever overran this
country-with the exception, of course, RICH MAN MURDERED
of the big flood in which Col. Noah
playe I such a prominent part. The
suffering in ninny parts of the State is
intense, as the people in many instances
nave not been able to secure pmp• r food
for several days. As soon as the waters
subside sufficiently to permit of it, re-
lief expeditions will be sent out from
this place and from Seattle. It will be
some days before telegraphic communi-
cation cell be had with many parts of
the State, as the wires can not be put
back until the water goes down cowed-
ably.
WANTS TO BE COLLECTOR.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Lex i n g toe , Ky., Nov. 17. -C hai;man
Roberts, of the Republican State Com-
mittee, has returned from Canton, 0,
where he a-cut to visit Major McKinley,
and although while there he stated to
the newspaper men who interv ewed
him that he was not after pie and did
not want any and uid not expect any to
be forced upon him, he now acknow-
ledges that be has concluded to accept
the Collectorship of the Seventh district.
TheCollectorship will not interfere with
his newspaper, which he will continue
operate in the interest of the Republi-
can party. Mr. Roberts will not ex-
perience any difflenIty in getting the
place-in fact, Major McKinley, feeling
grateful for his services during the cam-
paign, has told him that he can have
anything that he watts. It is only
since his retarn home that Mr. Roberts
concluded to take the Collectorship
when Mr. McKinley goes into office.
There are a number of other Republi•
cans here who wanted the plater), but
they will not be applicants now that





A cream of tartar tanking powder.
Highest of all in leavening strength.-
tateet United States Government Food
Report
Roree, BOEING POWDER CO New York
11111pItriant 11,1c•rellee•
To make it apparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any disease, but that
the system simply needs cleensing, is to
bring comfort home to their hearts, as a
costive condition is easily cured by us-
ing Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by
the California Fig Syrup Company only,
and sold by all druggists.
Carlisle Sentenced.
And so Mr. Carlisle says that he sin-
cerely hopes he will not be elected Sen-
ator; that he has been in politics thirty
years and is tired of it. At least such
is the Courier-Journal report. Just rem
perfectly easy Mr. Carlisle the Dena
°crate won't have you and the Republi-
cans don't want you. You csn go
to New York, buy you a fine house and
spend the rest of your days thinking
how things have changed since you
lived in Kentucky and didn't have
money enough to stop a bread wagon,
but was loved and honored by the whole
State. All that that State sake now is
that you set up shop somewhere else
than within her borders-Todd County
Times.
More Curative rover
Is contained in a bottle of Hoed', Sar-
saparilla than in any other similar pre-
parathm. It costs the proprietor and
manufacturer more. It coats the job-
ber more and it is worth more to the
consumer. It has a tectad of cures un-
known to any other preparation. It is
time best to buy because it is the OLIO
True Blood Purifier.
Hood's Pills are the best family cath-
artic and liver medicine. taeutle, retire
ble, saris.
Popular Couple Married.
A popular couple, well known in this
city, wt-re married yesterday at Hen.
derson. The bride was Miss Jennie
White, a former pupil of Bethel Female
College, and the groom, Dr. Wade Jef-
fersou, of Wallonia. The Clarksville
Chronicle says of the marriage: "The
wedding was somewhat of a sat-prise to
their mauy friends. They took a trip
to Henderson and there the ceremony
was performed. The happy pair re-
turned to Cobb station, on the Clarke-
rifle & Princeton branch of the Lonis-
ville & Nashville, last night, and pro-
ceeded from there to the home of the
groom at Wallonia to-day. Dr. Jeffer-
SOU is one of the prominent practition-
ere of the section in which he lives, and
his bride reigned as a belle in the so-
ciety circles of her home at Cerulean."
• FREE
BUTTONS!
AN ELEGANT BUTTON FREE
with each package of
SWEET CAPORAL
CIGARETTES
AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE




And Robbed by 'Footpads
Out in Denver, Colorado.
A TERRIBLE PLAGUE
Every Toll-gate in Woodford County Was De-
stroyed at a Late Heur Last Night.
[SPECIAL TO NEW KRA]
Denver, Col., Nov. 19.-Frauk Ar-
buckle, who was for quite a long while
the most prominent Republican poli-
tician in Colorado, and who was also
the president of the famous Cripple
Creek Mining Company, was found dead
on a street in this city this morning.The
man a-as murdered last night while he
was going from his office to his resi-
dence, and was then robbed. The rob-
bers who killed him did not get paid
for their trouble, because it is kneven
that Mr. Arbuckle never carried but a
mall amount of money, that is, as a
usual thing. •
THE PLAGUE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
New York, Nov. 19.-A press cable-
gram from Bombay, India, via London,
says that The Plague seems to have set
New Goods! New Goods
Has Them In Endless Varieties.
Just in From the Eastern Markets.
Cone and compare ()ushers. Styles AND PRICES bed be convinced that it is to your interest
to Dui where you car obtain strictly reliable merchandise at lowest possible prices.
ress oodq't 41 • Sinus, Silk and Wool andthis line. Black and le
Always SOMETHINGINTF.I.D C
Wool Novelty Rough Suiting, Fancy and Staple Dream Goods in hoick and color-
ed. The newest thing in the markeem Dross Truunitlagla
CAPES and JACKETS. My emelt of Caeca and Jackets is LARGE
AND WELL ASSOIITED and
Prices le Suit All.
Underwear, Hosiery. I have a MAGNIFICENT STOCK of Men's
Ladies' and Children's Une, • s and Hoe ery
to select from, and you will also find my line of Blankete, Mat-
ting, Oil Cloth and Linoleum and every other line of geode • .1. a e aL a... -
so r ted and up-to-date. Be sure you see my goods and get pr. ,-,- .!
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a ail.; a r
in for a long Beige. There were eight _
deaths from it in that city yesterday, .#7-41::'''::"*;:r 'iv-. ••• • -?-•; -6
and fifty new cases broke out during ; r!„:; 0.4,s; ▪ *• * ' t' 1 4',1 * ''t * ' • •_ _ • •.... cr. • _ • •• • e ta.e . • .t.e..* rt. • . • •
the day. It is a peculiar as well a ter- .•1•;ae
rible disease-peculiar in that a man . ,
may-be walking around and attending ' r:•-"‘
to his busines.s without fear of death, , • ',7;
and then be dead in ten minutes after-'
wards. The only mark that it leaves on




(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
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Versailles, Ky., Nov. 19.-This whole , s
,
section of Kentucky seems to be imbued ' •t •
'
with a spirit of lawlessness in regard s..
to the turnpike question. Last night
every toll-gate in this, Woodford, coma
ty was blown up with dynamite and etaw_70i
the turn-pike owners were notified that :,*6̀..•





Whitesbarg, Ky, Nov. 19.-Coon
Willis, who tome months ago murder. at V'eat
ed Tandy Brangham, WAS this morning at.14.?;• I;
sentenced to life confinement in the 1 5
penitentiary. There is a scheme on foot
here to get the Governor to pardon him. ", 4 le
but it is not believed that it will a • .
collect toll.
A LIFE 'SENTENCE.




[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paiutsville, Ky., Nov. 19.-Langley
the Republican candidate for Congress
at the recent election, has officially filed
papers contesting the election of Fitz-
patrick, the Democrat who was elected
by a majority of nearly 2,000.
JIM AND FIT.
[seacieL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Nov. 19.-Henry Gen-
stinger, president of the Bohemian
Sporting Club of this city, has written
letters to James J. Corbett and Robert
Fitzsimmons, offering a purse of 05,000
for a twenty-five round contest between
the two pugiliste. The conditions are
that the bout shall be brought off in
New York city in the latter part of
January next that "Honest" John
Kelly shall be the referee and that
Benjamin C. Williams shall be the of-
ficial timekeeper. Geuslinger offers to
deposit the whole of the 425,000 with
referee before the boxers enter the ring.
BLIND MEN AND THE CATHODE
RAY.
• ESPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
New York, Nov. 16.-Thomas A. Ed-
ison has verified the experimentsreport-
ed to have been made in San Francisco,
in vi-hich, by means of the cathode ray,
a blind boy had been able to distinguish
lightEdison experimented last night on
two subjects, both blind, from Newark,
N. J. Many tubes were tried, each
with increased strength, and finally the
subjects were enabled to distinguish
tluthea. One of the men was able, after
a time, to say when the light was turn.
ed on and off. The most successful re-
sults were attained with the aid of a
red globe, and it is Edison's intention
to eontinu exp rimenting in this line
until much more satisfactory results are
arrived at, which he confidently pre-
dicts will be noon.
REDUCING INDIANA'S DEBT.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 19.-The
State Finance Board met in the Audi-
tor's office this morning and authorized
the Treasurer to pay off 4200,000 of
State bonds, upon which the State holds
an option. Since ,the Republicans as-
sumed control of the State Government
In Indiana two years ago $1,200,000 of
the State debt has been liquidated, and
there is now left in the neighborhood o
tamoo,000 of funded debt with no _float-
ing debt. In the Auditor's office it is
estimated that if the tax laws continue
to be enforeed as they are at present,
the State debt can, with the same low ht ,d m 4 L.vy.
tax levy that now exists, be wiped out
within the next eight years. The re-
duction of the debt during the past two
years has caused a heavy reduction in
the interest charges, 'or nearly all the
high-priced outstanding bonds have
I been taken up, and those now oat bear
u low rate of interest.
A Stipp, r.
Mr. E. W. Walker entertained a
humber of his friends Wednesday at his
resit:ewe on East Seveuth street in this
city. A most excellent supper s as
tuerveiCand altogether the. evening was
one long to be remembered dor all is ho
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OUR -.1"PPLY c nei-ting of all th. lab at falirit-i4 in
Scotch, 1,..ndon Sp• ei Is, ()reps- s ed- D-(1143
Worsted--is nnequa ed by any I), 4-e,hunce a,(: w-ys
ready ant up-to-date it, mf.etfirg •hc
DEMANDS OF THE
MOST FASTIDIOUS....
THFRE IS NO STRINGENCY in o• r mat k. t-except
want of inoneN,-alot on • priers are mark d low on swell
Suits in order to "swell" ou - banklaccoent. You would
well to see our
$6, $7 and S8 TROUSERS.
The same guai alit. e which goe-with our 05.$40 an
$50 sui 8 is Hibi-tantiall‘ carried oui in the makt-tip of 0.
$25 suits.
HOTEL LATHAM
ELY &E Sucvssors tog o N. TOBIN &
GO TO THE LEADER
FOR WRAPS AND MILLINERY.
We t re E till here end w. I stay. We are
receiving a nlw line of ix rap t v ry day. con
istilg of :Roll, s capes. j. ck•tF,
FRENCH AND LNGLISH COATS,
c:hildrens reefers Lr all ages. no two alike,
ery wrap w..rraned tailor-made and the
style. Wc a s h o:Te a fine lot of millinery an
fancy gools,
FINE PA [TERN HATS.
C31323 in anc I e U3. No trouble to 8h0
goods. We gu,irar_ t3e mateii d price
Remember t he place,
'THE LEADER.
.0100SE YOUR STY
It is your privile-ge-from either
t hese. W ill you be a tallia
gentleman or a ready made
one An old ea% lug saes "the
mikes the man 'S He certainly d
in outside appearanees. We
guarantee to make a man of you
time you wish to orda-r sour suit
Overcoat,an d eta wee sour fall
from (or t ' . 4.71,nt mod.
LLAA.., "7 la idlior.
•406140.0.4
SYSTEMATIC STUDY.
Branch of the Universiq As-
sociation to be Formed.
GOSSIP AND GABBLE.
A Few Pungent Pieces About People and
Things.
Ent-cATtoau. -An unique and prac-
tical plan for university extension work
for thee inuendual, the home circle, or
for cla• gee mad clubs is that carried oat
by the University Associalum and
World's COugregaI Extension, an Mei fr-
porated instoutiou with headquarters
in Chicago
A representative of the aestweation.
Mies Frances Chants. is in the city for
the purpose- of organizing a local eenter.
We hope that a large organization
will be perfected here, and that many
will become members and co-operate
with the representative to establtsh a
(enter which tile, citizens will be proud
to support from year to year.
Tee University Association is not con-
nected with any one university, but is
rather a federation of Cue teaching pow-
ers of the principal universities and col-
leees throughout the world. This in-
stitution will go ter towards meeting
the want that has be-en long felt in ev-
ery community. namely, the want of
a system for higher re:Inc:Item. It will
have the aelatitioual advantage of bring-
ing together occasionally the literary
and prograsive men and women in class
for the purpose ea! stunulatiug thought
and foetering the desire for systematic
reading and study.
The dreg year's course will be hietewy ;
literature will follow, after which as-
treunniy. geolegy. polineal eco-
nomy. etc.. each -ours- to be under the
direction of eminent sptenallets totitieci-
ed with 'he principal universities of the
worei.
The plan is for the members to do the
reading at their homes. and to meet in
class once a week for a general review.
Eaeh class will have a full corps of of
fie N awl a In al instructor. It is stat-
ed that the tents of the various ettiener-
to be stuatieel LA anseinpanied eopieu-
citations to the eta' dart works, ann
that the notes are selected trout the
leading authorities; of the world, exact
quotations given in connection with
esseh day's lemon, prartnally provieling
th • services of a librarian. passages se-
lected applying to each hearou, thee
plaet,pg the opportunity for a general
know lenge of the subjects within the
reach of all.
Etineation is not finish el when we
leave school, college or university. Such
a means of continuous syweematie anal
su4ges&ive self-cultare as that provided
by êi, association will be very helpful
to guise who are anxious enough to par
sues eyetematie study in the field of his-
tory. science, literature, economics or
arts.
Examinations are optional, but each
member will be entitled to a diploma
after passing a etieceestful examination.
the diploma being of equal value with
any diploma issued for educational par-
posts.
+ + +
REXENTI -The Library Association
announces that E louard Remenyi, the
famous Hungarian violinist, will appear
in Hopkinsville at an early date. Of
the celebrated violins in the • orld,
Edouard Remenyi probably has the lar-
gest colter ton, some sixty in ail. His
favorite, and the one he will use in the
concert in this city is called the "Titan,'
& Stradivarius. made in 1726, and is
without a blemish. Mr. Rernenyi eon-
primes more time every day in making
the toilet of his favorite internment
than the ordinary society lady would in
preparing for a grand party. This is
not time wasted by any means, as new
strings must be put on every day, anal
all four nous be perfect. An intimate
friend of Mr. Remenyi gays that he tine
seen him try eighteen lengths of --E"
string. and all of the most expensive
kinu, before he found one exactly cor-
rect in tone.
+ + +
McKzezis.-Hon. James A. M.-Ken-
zie, Minister to Peru, has arrived in the
city and is the guest of Col. H. P. Pot-
ter -Park City Times.
A di.patch from Hopkinsville to yes
tereley's Louisville Times says : -Hon
James A. Me-Keene has arrived at his
home, Oak Grove, this county He left
Lima October 27 and came by way of
New York. He is thin from an attack
of fever, followed by small-pox, which
kept him in bed fifty days. He is here
on a leave of absence', and will re-main
until January. His doctor; advised
him to come home and recuperate. Mr.
McKenzie has parted with his flowing
chin whiskers. He says they were get-
ting too gray and made him look like a
Populist."
+ + +
GUEss AGAIN; -Sriclety is still guess-
ing when the marriage of an Owensboro
bank book-keeper tisane young lady of
almost the same name, of Hopkinsville,
will occur. Don't worry. It'll occur
won.
It IS DENIED 1S1 8T.RONG TERMS.
Rumor That the L. & N. Had Given No-
tice of • Cut is Groundless
There will be no cut in the. wages of
the employes of the L. tk N. Railroad
Company, a generally circulated report
to the effort having not the slightest
foundation in fact. According to the
report, the source of which the railroad
officials were unable to learn, the em-
ployes of the shops of the company all
along the line were to suffer a eat of 10
per cent, in the wages on December 1.
Inquiry was made at the offices of the
company this morning as to the truth of
the report, and a most emphatic denial
was made, says the Louisville Times.
''The English language does not con-
tain a sufficient number of negative ex-
pressions for us to apply to the rumor.
Not only will the cut not be made, but
such a step has never been contemplated
or hinted at. There is no necessity for
making such a cut. We are at a loss to
understand the origin of it. It must
have emanated from some enemy both
of our employes and the road twat If
there is to be any change in the wages
paid the men the increased business of
the company will make an increase
more probable than a decrease."
.,....•••••••••-••••11,1••
To Cure A Cold In One Day
Take Laxative Bron•o Quinine Tablet..
All druggists refund the money if it






Miss Mattie Settle and Mr.
Russell Hogan Marry
AT NASHVILLE, TENN.
Quits a Large Number of People Ac 3rtirany
the Couple to that city.
There was a welding in the city of
Nashville Thursday that Hopkins-
Title people will be interested an. Ex-
actly at noon Miss Mattie Settle, the
second daughter of Rev. Henry C. Set-
tle, the pastor of the Methodist church
in this city, was married to Mr. Russell
Hogan, one of the best-known and most
popular men in Todd county.
It had been reported ' for tionie time
that Mies S ttle and Mr, Hagan were to
marry soon, but it was not known toed
yesterdsy that the marriage would oc-
cur during the present month.
The wedding took place to-day at
noon. in the parlors of the Maxwell
Hotel, and the ceremony as perfeenneo
by th.tt welekno.va anal able divine.
Bishop Fitzgerald. of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South. After the
ceremony a most magnificent dinner
w is served. at which a number of the
friends of the couple were present
After dinner the party repaired to the
parlors of the Maxwell, where they will
spend the rest of the afternoon After
supper the whole party will oecupy a
bex to the right of the et ere anti will
listeu to the nominee Bostonians sing
that most melodious opera, "Robin
Hood."
The bridal party left this city this
morning on the early train, arriving in
Nashville in time for a late breakfast
The party was tuade up of Misses; Jen-
nie Vail Settle, of the; city, Lucie
Airtime, of Trenton. Sallie Settle-, of
this city. Jennie Merre Rbea. of Rus-
sellville. Natalie Byars, of this city,
Mary Brizendine. of Ruesellsille, and
Mrs. J. Y. Cabineos, of Evansville.
Ind., Dr. R. H Perry, of Nashville, Mr
Walter Ware, of Trenton, 3dr. Tom
Ithea, of Russellville, Mr Geo. Settle,
of Louisville, and Hon. John S Rhea.
of Russellville. a brother-in law to the
brew. and Mr. Rumen Hogan, of Tien-
ton, and Mew liettie Settle, of this
city.
•The attendants at the wedding we-re:
Mies Jennie Vail Settle and Lr. H H
Perry, Mi•as Lucie Minnie and Mr.
Walter Ware, Mies Mary Brizendine
ami Mr. nom Rhea; and a most hand-
wale wedding party it was.
Mr. and Mrs. Hogan will go to Tren-
ton to-morrow, where the will reside.
Cholera.
Cholera is said to be playing havoc
among the hogs over in Stewart county,
Tenuesse-e. It is greatly to be Lope.'
t 1st it will not be spread over into our
C muty.
Farm For /sent.
A farm of 500 acres for rent for 1697
belonging to Mrs. E. J. Fleming, near
Herndon, Ky.,r,oggegsion to be given at
once for put-pose of see ding wheat. -Ap-
ply to Hue rut Wool).
Victim of Fever.
Mr. Lee Watidlington, of the New-
stead neightorhood, died Wedensday.He
was a well-known farmer and a stock
man. Typhoid fever caused his death.
A Birthday.
Misa Annie Gaines, who makes her
Mime with Mrs. Clarence Blakemore in
this city, entertained quite a number of
her friends Tues night. The entertain-
taintnent was not only the celebration
of Mims Gaines' eighteenth birthday.
but was also in honor of her guest, Miss
Fannie Wish. the charming and attrac-
tive daughter Of Mr. E. E Wash, the
wealthy planter of the Gracey neigh-
borhood. Those who were so fortanate
as to be present last night spent an
evening that was so full of pleasure-
that it will not soon be forgotten.
"Quinine Jim."
'Hon. James A. McKenzie, Minister to
Peru, has arrived at his home in Bowl-
mg Green, on a three months' leave of
absence, says the Owensboro Inquirer.
innuinine Jim" has encountered his full
share of vicissitudes since he last left
old Kentucky. He has been in the-
midst of revolutionary alarms most of
the time, has lit ma sick of fever. has had
the small-pox, has had to cut off his
flowing chin-whisker, which were the
envy of Senator Pfeffer and others, and
suffered various other ills. Nothing,
however, has ever interrupted or im-
paired the perennial flow of the Colo.
neles words or wit, and they will go on
forever and aye, until sometbing
stronger than earthly agencies checks
their volume."
PERSONAL POINTS.
Mr. Herbert Cox, of Gracey, was in
town Saturday.
Mr. B. H. Hyde, of New stead, Wkd; ii
town Saturday.
Mr. W. W. Teague, of Era, a as in
town Saturday.
Mr. Jasper Roach, of Montgomery,
spent Friday in the city.
Mr. Henry Richardeof Lafayetteevas
in town Monday.
Mr. Frank White, of Lafayette, was
in the city this week. "
Mrs. John D. Clardy, jr., of the Grace'
vicinity, was shopping in the city Mon.
Mrs. G. W. Lyon and Miffs Lizzie
Hoskins came in fromleitayetteMonday
to shop.
Misses Susie Whits and Bessie Jack-
son, of Bethel Female College; Carrie
Twyman and Georgie Harry ; Messrs.
Jim Young, Leslie Twyman, Otho
Vaughn, Milton, Coleman and Chas.
Norman attended the protracted meet-
ing at Hebron Sunday.
Mists Kate Graham, of the Casky
neighborhood, was in town Weelnee day.
Dr. J. AcSouthall, of the Bennetts-
town neilthbnrhood, came to town ou
busims‘-Wednesday.
Mr. L. C. Thggle, the popular Roar-
ing Springs uterrhaut, was here on
business Wedneeday.
Miss Georgie Gregory, a popular
young lady from Church Hill, was in
the city this week.
.Mrs. Summerhill, of Oak Grove, is in
the city to spend several days with Mr.
and Mrs. P. C. Richardson,
Miss Pauline Lowery, the belle of the
Oarrettsbarg neighborhood, was shop-
ping in the city this week.
ARE AFTER SOFT JOBS. ALL EYES
Many Petitions Out in the Are Now W tching Captain
Second District. I General Weyler.
POLITICAL POINTERS.
nelge Landes Complimented -Other Notes of
Some importance.
Major S. R. Crumbaugh. elected to
the State Senate at the late election
from the Christian. Hopkins district.
will be an npplicaint for the position of
Collector of Internal Revenue for the
Second district. filled this position
limier President Arthur, and now has
the backing of the leading Republicans
of his district.-Louisville Post.
The Madisonville Hustler says Dr. J.
D Clardy will not be a candidate for
Congress again. It mentious the name e
Henry D. Allen, J. F. Dempsey, Law-
relict- Tanner Bud -Billy" MeClain as
eandulates two years hence. But the
race will not be made up with only four
eietriem. In fact, every county in the
district will have one or more candidates.
From present endieations Denials will
have about a dozen.-Owensboro In-
quirer.
Judge- Joe I. Landes and his friends
must feel highly gratified at the follow -
leg melee in the last issue of the Frank-
fort Roundabout : --One of the subjects
of sincere regret to the people of Ken-
tucky, is thet that this stei ling, up-
right and honest jurist was not tele ted
to fill out the rest of the terni of Judge
Grace. When that emitteut man wits
'tilled to the other world so suddenly
last Spring, Gov. Bradley honored him-
self and the State by apt ointing Judge
Landes to hold the potation until the time
at which the law required an election to
be held. He has filled the position to
the very bights: requirement of law and
just ice-, anti has made a record of which
any man might Le proud. lie has
stood manfully to his position and has
rendered opinions that are models for
elearmse precision and justice. Many
people hoped that he would be continu-
ed upon the bench, while they knew
that the majority against hint, politi-
c-ally, was very large. But ho. went
down in defeat, with his tiag flying and
unstained by any act bemeatu the digni-
ty of an upright judge-.
"Thee good people-of this city especially
regret his defeat, as they had learned to
know and honor hint as a pure jurist
and an earnest Christian gentlemau."
In the columns of the Ilemkinsville
Kentuckian of Nov. 17th the following
lines appeared :
It is said that there is ninch bitter
feeling allfOlig the fanners towards (nu-
e( tie Republican politiria»s in this
who was sent out to make inflam-
matory ape-es-bee to ths nein-tees. He is
reported to have said in a speech to the
negro-eta that they ought to steal rather
than go without poi ikons. That if the
white people re-fused to supply them,
they ought tea go to their smoke houses
and take meat few themselves said nate-
lies. It is said there is no doubt about
'each epeethees having be-ee made to the
tiegroem anal the result is more stealing
in the county then ever known before.
The above would receive no notice
from me but fair tie fact that it has
been repeatedly reported that I am the.
Republican politician referred to. and
that the epeech was made at Casky Sta-
ttent.-
Firet-1 want to say that I have pot
made a speech at or near Caeky Station
since 1892.
Second-That whoever says that I. in
any speech I ever made, advised anyone
to violate the laws of the lanai in any
way, or said a word that can be so con-
strued, utters an uuinstigated malicious
falsehood.
Third-I was not sent out to make,
or did I zneke, inflammatory speeches.
I um a law-abiding eitazen, as the good
people- of Hoekinsville and Curistian
county who have seen my daily walks
for nearly a quarter of a century very
well know. Respectfully,
FOLK CA NSLER.
The following list of applicants for
poetinastership fu this district has been
made:
Hawesville--A. M. Freeman, Miss
Dood Adair, \V. H. Kee-wit, W. H. Ly-
ons, Prof Masterson.
Lewieport -A. C. Howe, Robt. Pren-
tiss.
Whitesville-P, H. Haffey and Mine.
Mary Mattingly.
Kuottsville-H. T. And, Jr.
Henderson-II, G. Jarvis', H. M. Ball,
A. J. Worsham.
Roberts-Eugene Anil.
Corydon-S. E. Sigler. B. L. Harris.
H. B. Walton, C. E. Harness.
31organfield-Henry Vanpell, J. J.






Dawson-Will P. Seott, Wm. B. Rice
Stargis-J. S. Wilson.
Hanson-J. W. Slatou.
Madisonville-J. W. Martin, Wm.
Nebo-Milton Durham.
St. Charles-J, V. MeEuen.
Earlington-Charles G. Robinson, J.
P. Farnsworth.
Morton's Gap-R. M. Williams.
Dixon-Miss Rosa Browning.
Providence-David Browning, C. J.
Slaton.
Blackford-Call Henderson. • .
Slaughtersville-Dr. Arehabald.
Sebree-N, M Ashby, J. B Echols,
Crofton-M. B. Brown, J, T. Ezell.
•••••
Dropped Dead. - •
Daniel Wright. an old colored man
who had been living in. Hopkinsville
since early boyho.od, dropped dead on
North Main street Wedneseley. He was
eighty years old. The coroner's jury
returned a verdict attributing the death
to heart disease.
Diphtheria at Elkton.
Elkton has just passed through a
slight epidemic of diphtheria, about a
dozen cases having been re-ported. For
some days the attendance at the public
schools was greatly reduced, but now
children are again resuming their places
in their class-room.
erit
Mts. Giles, who resides down in the H"ocvs3areeinsille•
flarrettsburg neighborhood,„in, in 
Merit in medicine menns the pow. ,
; cure. Hood's Sarsaparilla possesses actual
Fele Wednesday on a shopping expedition. , and unequalled curative power and there-
Mr. Shelton, a well-known citizen of fore It has true merit. When you buy
Hood's fiensaparilla,ancl take it according
to directions, to purity your blood, or
cure any of the many blood diseaks, you
are morally certain to receive benefit.
The power to cure is there. You are not
trying an experiment. It will make your
blood pure, rich and nourishing, and thus
drive out the germs of disease-, strengthen I
the nerves and build up the w holesystem.
MOST PEKE-El, f MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Ftes
liena Ammonia, Aber or any ether adulterant.
40 UM'S TIll IT AL
Alligree, Todd county, came to town
this week to spend several days.
Miss Fannie Wash, who resides in
Trigg county, and who is one of the
most charming young ladies in that
county, has bee-ti visiting Miss Arne.
Gaines, at the residence of Mrs. Clar-
ence Blake-more, for several days. Miss
. Wash returned home Weduaday niece
: to the regr it of many of the Hopkins
ville beaux.
Mina Sellie Campbell is visiting .n
Clarksville
Mrs. Chalkley, of Riehtnond, Va • ar-
rived in the eity Vneditesday to vent her
tether, Dr. Harrison. of Bathe. Female
°allege.
IT RESTS WITH HIM
Whether the Cuban War Shall Cease at Any
Time in the Near Future or Not.
[Sew:1AL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Nov. 19.-A special cable
depatch from IIavaua says: "No
interest is manifested here in the minor
skirmishes in the island. All eyes are
on Gen. Weyler's movements.
General Castellano's official report of
the actions in Puerto Principe has been
received. It does not add materially to
the story sent Monday.
General Echagne was seen at the hot -
pital yesterday. He was sleeping after
a bad night. W. J. Brown, the Eug-
luihruan now in prison here, has been
ordered to leave tine island and never
conic back. lie goes to England. He is
well known in Havana.
Willieni G. Fitzgerald, who said he
Was a "West Point graduate, and a
Lieutenant in the Seventh Cavalry,"
who came here last week to join the
patriots, has disappeared. He had not
made any financial nrrangements with
the- Junta, and was nnanned. He is
believed to have returned to New York
by the 'Nerd-line steamer on Saturday.
Two thousand troops paraded in
honor of the fete of the patron int of
Havana Mouday.
Will SO SII.ENT.
Havana, Nov. 19 -The reticence
maintanued by Captain General Wei-
ley, who is suppottell to be chasing the
Cubans, is construed here to mean a re-
verse. No news from Weyler means
good news for the patriots. It is eon-
jeetnred here that had he enceuntered
anal repulsed Maceon army the cables
would have been burned with the news
to Madrid and Washington.
Front a private source it was said
that Mace-e) hitherto understood to be
occupying positions between Candehula
anal Artemisia, had moved South of the
former town, going Westward toward
the mountains of Guane. Another ru-
mor has it that lie is pushing a strong
forre through the swamps South of the
troche.
TOVTNS CA Pit-RID.
On the other hand, it is no longer de-
nied that the patriots have captured the
two quite important towns of Cascorro
and Guaimara, in Puerty Principle, and
there i.e no doubt that a patriot arms of
about 10,000 mei: is advancing upon the
city of Petereyrincipe, eupital of the
province of tleitnuanie
The city of Puerto Prineipe is being
placed in the strongead possible state of
defense.
The patriots operating against that
city have destroyed with dynamite a
large nuntber of bridges on the railroad
running front Nuevitaa to Cas orro,
(instilment and Gaumarilli.
OENI:11 tL SOTA KILLED.
:Chicago, Nov. 19.-Aspecial front
Key West Fla., says:
Private advices from the Cuban hum
via Matanzas, are that the patriot Bri-
gadier-Cieneral, Bernardo Sota, former
President of Costa Rica, has been killed
in a skirmish with Spanish guerrillas on
the Havana border. General Sota ac-
companied Calixto Garcia's expedition
to Cuba, joining the personal staff of
Maximo Gotnez.
A Reported Claim.
The Kentnely State Sunday-school
Union reports a gain of 41 Sunday.
se-hoots with 1.565 !scholars over 1895.
The total number of oflieers and teach-
ers now ite23 037, and of scholars 223,-
247. The Baptists lead, with 67,899
scholars, the Methodists have 35,510,




Think of it, a good bruesele carpet for
5tx- u yard, regular 75c grade.
RionAnns & Co.
Hardwick has one of the finest pre-
scriptionists in the South in charge of
his drug .store.
Drees goods and trimminns. Some-
thing always new. We lead tne styles.
Rheotees & Co.
Hareiwiek's for eirugs and jewelry.
We offer this week extraordinary in-
ducements on capes and jackets.
dlitw 1 t RICHARDS & Co.
Take watch and all kind of jewelry
repair work to Hardwick.
-
• We lead them all ill Reno; furnish-
ings, all that's new and stylish we have
tt. Rie•neitos & Co.
Cut prices on stationery at Hard-
wick's.
Try our shoes; "our shoes are good
shoes" every pair warrented.
Rioneees & Co.
Buy jewelry of all kinds at half lance
it Hardwick's.
For the next two weeks to reduce
'stock we offer carpets and mattings at
prices you will deubtlees never buy
them at again, IticitAmee & Co.
Hartle-Irk has five aolid gold ladies'
watches at less than half price.
i
"Merit talks" the
ntrinsic value of 
lig ik 
a s
Dress goods, silks and trimmings, we
have more- then all competitors combin-
ed. If you want a wedding trousseau,
in evening. street (Cr _calling dress,
strictly up to date, come to us for it.
We lead the styles. RICILaitti!,. & CO.
All watch and repair work guaran-
teed and done promptly at R. C. Hard-
wales.
Our e4.9s rapes anal jackets are won-
derful bargains. No need to suffer
from read when you can buy a well
fitting, neatly made, out of good goods
garment, at these prices. ,
RicliSRDS & CO.
Hardwiek has the finest and beet
workman in the South in charge of his
watch-making and repairing depart:
meat.
Assignees Notice. . •
Having liled settlement and asked fdr
discharge, as reqired by law, notice is
hereby givee that I will. on Monday
Dec 7th le96, in the Christian County
Court, move to be discharged from




Two nice residence on East side of
North Main, between 1st and 2(1 streets,
containing five and seven rooms. A
beautiful building lot immediately in
front of the Tabernacle, and the With-
ers place, between Elm street and
Cleveland avenue. This is one of the
pleasantest homes in the city and one of
thee beet built houses, and will be sold
for less than half it cost to build the








lithe- best, In fact- the One True Blood Portlier
Pictured only hy tt. I. Hood &Co, Lowell Mum.
liood.'s Pins 1:Apen.11111...7.417..r.Z
It is elegant and gives entire
satisfaction whenever used.
You oee t tie r ivp it a trial
Eia, Fee Dee,Ky.
MIDNIGHT INTRUDER. FACTS FOR FARMERS 
firm in price. The common non-de-
' script sortsi opened on Tuesday a little
irregular and easier in price, but as the
week advanced they improved slightly




AN ELECTION BET ROW. LIVE STOCK
and occupy about the same position now
as for some time put
The following quotations fairly repre-
sent our market for dark tobacco, 1895
crop:
 $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lugs, 1 00 to 1 50
. Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 00 to 8 50
MARKET. Common leaf   3 00 to 400
Medium to good leaf  4 00 to 5 50
Leaf of extra length   500 to 700
Wrappery styles  700 to 10 00
It is Reported That a Murder Was Committed The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
at Pembroke Correctly Reported
SlIOT AT A" BUR( }LA R.
A burglar entered the residence of
Mr. William S. Bottles, on Ninth street,
between Virginia and Clay, early this
mort.ing.
Akita 3:30 o'clock, MN. atone) Sum-
mers, who boards ut the house, heard
sonic' one moving about in her room.
She thought thee person was her sister
land asked several times what WUS want-
ed. Receiving no answer Mrs. Sum-
mers opened her eyes and saw a burly
man standing between her and the win-
dow. She screamed and the intruder
81)ra:et toward her.
Still screaming for help at the top of
her voice, the lady jumped away from
the fellow who made several attempts
to Ste ze her.
Mee Summers' ecreams awoke her
sister, Miss Lena Lacy, who was in an
adjoining room. Miss Lacy ran into
the room and as soon as she appeared
the burglar dArted through the open
winnow and jumped off the back porch.
A few minutes before Mrs. Sminuers
founil the man in her room, Mrs. Bottles
was awakened by hearing steps on the
shelving roof of the back porch. She
aroused her husband and told him of
the noise she had heard. He • was in-
clined to believe that the noises was
caused by a horse walking in the yard,
but it Mrs. Beaks request he arose and
got his pistol. Just then he heard Mrs.
Suueners' cries. He- mn to the) back
winnow of his room and saw the bur-
glar jump to the ground.
While the fellow was running across
the back yard Mr. Bottles shot five times
at him.
The burglar did not take anything
from the house. While he was running
he dropped a pipe and lead pencil and a
bottle of quinine.
Those who saw the intruder describe
him as a man about five feet eight
inches tall, heavy set, with a swarthy
complexion. He looked like a foreigner.
His hair was close cropped and stood up
from his head. He was barefooted, in
his shirt sleeves and did not wear a hat
AN ELEclION SET.
Jolm Everett bet that McKinley
%soul.' carry Kentucky anal Charlie
Lay ee bet that he wouldn't.
Inn Everett is the Assessor of Chris-
tian comity and Mr. Layne is a well-
known livery stable proprietor.
M mday Everett tilled himself with
boor- and weed to Layue's staole and
demanded that the money be given to
him. Layne suggested that it woued be
best to wait until it had been decided to
whom the money belonged. Everett
insisted that the money was his and
cursed Layne when the latter declined
to hand it over. The epithet he used
was so opprobrious that. Mr. Layne
drew back his fist to strike him. A by-
stander caught his arm.
Everett drew a pistol and pointed it
at the livery than, Layne backed off
and went to City Judge Hantery's of-
fice and m's-ore out a warrant of arrest
agniest Everett. The paper was put in
Officer Henry Layne's; hands. He found
the County Assessor on West Seventh
stye. t. Everett had his hazel in his
pocket. The policeman grabbed this
ham: and found that it contained a pis-
tol. The (iffiest- drew his own pistol and
called on Everett to eurrender. The lat-
ter was not in a humor to give up so
easily and, according to the policeman,
triee to pull the trigger of the weapon
in lime poeket, the barrel of which was
pointing toward the blue-coat.
The officer laid Everett still with thee
butt of his revolver and then took him
to the station. The Assessor gave bond
for $in0 for his appearance next Mon-
day and was release-ti.
--
WANTS TO GAMBLE,
The Madisonville Hustler says:
"While-Candidate Franks and several
others are nenig tipped for the collector-
ship of this dietriet, yet the Hustler is
a illifig to bet just a little that Maj. S.
R. Crumbaugh. of Hopkineville, will be
the man. He is the original 31eKiuley
wan of the district, has been in close
touch with the President-elect for sev-
eral Tears and at one time he held the
place that several men want. Maj
Crumbaugh wants thee place and we
suppose-it will go to him.
I: ILI 1•:i. AT PF.MliiitikE.
News has reaebed the city of a kill-
notwhich occured in this county San-
day night.
Niek Green and Andrew Radford.
both colored, had a quarrel. Green
pulled a pistol and fired a hall it.to Rae]-
ford's body. The wounded man fell to
the ground and expired almosa instant-
ly.
The shooting happened on the farm
of Mr. Ben Bradshpw, who lives in the
Pembroke neighborhood.
STII.I. QUITE ILL.
While Dr. E. C. Anderson is still quite
ill, yet his host of friends will be glad
to know thathis physicians think his
condition more favorable than it has
be-en for several days and that he Inte
reached a point where there will very
soon be a change for the better. The
entire. public sympathizes with`Dr. An-
derson in his deep affliction.
A NOTARY.
Miss Cornelia Hester; who is the sten-
ogritpher sit the Hecht coal mines over
in Hopkins county, has received a com-
mission as Notary Public. Miss Hester
is a very bright and industrious young
woman, and we hope she will make
money out of her 0 lice.
IS Tills TRUE?
The Mayfield Monitor in its last issue
einitained the following: "All the
newspapers in this end of the State say
the-re has been a larger acreage of
wheat sown this fall than usual: and
they say the ground Wag remelt better
cul•ivated before the sowing."
The Protracted Meeting:
The protracted meeting at Hebron,
conducted by Rev. Joiner, the pastor,
and waisted by Rev. Rushing, of Green-
ville, is being largely attended at each
service. The services will likely con-
tinue through this week.
-•••MIM1////•••
LADIES WHO SUFFER
From any complaint peculiar to their sex-such
sa Profuae. Painful. suppressed or Irregular
Matuitruation-are soon restored to health by
Bradfield's Female Regulator
it i•  combination of remedial agents which has
been used with the great-
est success for more than
twenty - five years, and
known to act specifically
with and on the organs of
Idenstruation,and reoom-
mended for such com-
plaints only. It never
tails to give relief and
restore the health of the
suffering woman. It
should be taken by the
girl Just budding Into
womanhood when Men-
struation is Scant, Sup-
pressed,Irregular or Pala.
ful, and all delicate wom-
en should use it, as its
tonic properties hays
wonderful Influence In
toning up and strength-
ening her system by driv-
ao' lug through the proper
channels all Impurities.
Teal eseitorteo REGULATOR CO ,ATLANTA.G
A.
/POLO MY ALL DIAVG,Gt•Ta.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
'Louisville, Ky., Nov. IS, 1890.-Cat-
tle.-Receipts of cattle to-day light and
of poor quality. Trading 'WAS some-
what diunpened by unfavorable reports.
Shipping cattle declined to as 85(a4 00
for choice heavy striff. and $2 Wee 3 75
for light shippere. Demand for good
stockers and feedets was active and
prime butchers met with ready sale.
Inferior butohers and milehnows were
easy at quotations. With the exceptions
of shipping cattle prices were unchang-
ed from yesterday's values. The yards
were cleared.
Calvese-The calf market opened slow
but showed somee briskness before thee
close. The beet stock brought $5.00.




Fair to good butchers  2 sea s see
vont lllllll to medium butchers   1 flu* 2 NI
Thin. rough steers, poor cows
and SetiltISVAIVI
tiO0d to t•St ra oxen






V W4 8 75
5u(dt 8:5
Oara I nil
:I i5S is 3.1
sniffs 275




Choice ml lc h cows ........  toiams
Fair to good milch cows   151005M
Hoge-The hog market was dull, es-
pecially for medium weights. Prices
declined Sc all around to quotations.
The supply was light and of fair quali-
ty. Trading was very slow and clear-
ance had not been affected at a late-
hour.
Choice packing and butchers. 2:5
. $3
Fair to gooti to 51) it 5a
(bawl to extra light. lap to bulb ... 3 Si
Fut shoats. 120 to ire 2ors3 25
Fat shoats. leo to I20 . 31043 ?i
Houghs, I50 to 44A) 1/) . I ffirt? 71
Stockers .   2 5042 i5
Sheep and Lambs.-The sheep and
lamb trade was overshadowed by un-
favorable reports, but prices were hiltilin
tamed at yesterday's quotation& Trad-
ing was sufficiently active to clear the
pens. Receipts whe moderate, and of
good quality.
0000 to extra shipping sheep  82 was n e
Fair tea good ..... 2141(42 55
(.011111171011 to medium I tota2
Bucks    1 &WRY nil
E x t ra Iambs  3 4044 dB
Fair to goodie seas 11
Medium butcher limbs . hums no
Tull elide or culls .....
sATioszer, emir iletsoltr.
Owing presumably to the Presiden-
tial election, the returns of the depart-
ment's correspondents as to the compar-
ative and prospective yield of the cot-
ton crop are too meagre for trustworthy
report, thought .such returns as have
been received indicate a greater yield
than was promised in last mouth's re-
port.
Average bushels of corn to acre, 27.3;
last year, 26.2.
The returns to the Department of
Agriculture for the month ofNovember.
as to rate of yield make the average of
corn 27.3 le:shells, which is above the-
yield indicated by the condition figures
of October. Last ye.ar the preliminary
estimate of yield was 26 2 bushels. The
rates of yield in the large and principal
corn States are as follows:
New York. 31.7; Penneylvania, 37.1
Ohio, 39.9; Michigan, 37 0; Indiana
11.4; Illinois, 40.0 ; Wisconsin, 63 6
Minnenota, '30th; Iowa, 37.7; Missouri.
20.3; Kansas, 20.1; Nebraska, 37 2.
The average yield *of buckwheat is
18.7; bushels per acre, vgainst 20.1
bushels lent netr, and 16.1 for the year
1594.
The average yield per acre
is ati 8 bushels, which, though phenome
nal, is nevertheless above the average of
the past ten years. The average yield
of hay, as indicated lay the, preliminary
returns, is 1,350 tons, against 1,000 last
year. The average yield of tobacco is
e79 pounds pet acre, against 741 periods
last year and 733 pounds in the year
Ise93. The European agents note the
lack of trustworthy estimates of the
Russian wheat shortage. The advance-
iii price, which is expected to be fairly
maintained, will result in increased
acreage in Great Britain. Wet weather
in October throughout central Earope
was unfavorable for the potato crop. A
good (-ern yield has been realized on the
lower Danube.
FRUIT REPORT.
The Agricultural Department fruit
eport for November, says:
The returum give comparative yields
of apples, pears and grapes, aud in the
main reflect the returns as to eomlition
made in the preceding months. In the
case of applee ene standard of compari-
son has been exceeded in no less than
eight of the Northern tier States, which
comprises the most important winter
apple section of the country. 'Other
States in this region also report excel
lent yields. In other sections, as the
figures show, the crop is at beet only
mediocre.
The returns for pears are nowhere as
high as for apples, but are generally
better in those sections where apples
usually give thee best returns.
The grape is one of the most constant
of the fruits, mad, as usupl, the returns
show a product more uniform the coun
try over then for either apples or pears
As compared with last year, the present
season has given generally larger pro
ducts.
TOR WC() AT IIENDER.:.;ON.
But two loads of tobacco have been
sold at Hee demon. The Joni-nal says :
"Just at present the tobacco market is
in a state of stagnation. Buyers are-
uncertain as to what price they should
pay. Thee chances are that priees for
good leaf will be a shade higher than
last year. This is aocouuted for by the
fact that a large; slice of the Kentucky
tobacco was ruined by worms. Some of
it was abandoned altogether and nearly
all that is left has been badly eaten.
Low-ground tobacco suffered early in
the seating ley floods. The hill farms es-
caped this, but in the hills the worms
seemed to be at their worst, so the ca-
lamities were about evenly divided.
The Henderson county crop tail:illy
forty per cent, below the average."
Tobacco Exported.
For the week ending November 13th
the exports of tobacco from the port of
New York was as follows: Antwerp,
235; Bremen, 302; Marseilles, 193;
Liverpeol, [270; Palermo, 584; Wetter-
dam, 40; London, 23; Malta, 2$; Glas-
gow, 12; Genoa, 9; Meringue, e. Bar-
badoes, 4; Brisbane, 4; Gaudaloupe, 3;
Harlan Ports, 4; making a total export
for the week of 1,715 hogsheads of to-
bacco.
Louisville Tobacoo Market..
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glever &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse
Sales on our market for Ore week just
closed amount to 1,749 Mids., with re-
ceipts for the seine period of 529 Mule
Sales on our market since, Jan. 1st
amount to 146,928 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1895 on our market to this date
amount to 141,418 Mule
Owing to the great interest felt in the
Presidential election the warehouses
concluded it would be better not to have
any auction sales that week, so there
was no tobacco sold at public outcry
until this week. The better iirr. f
dark tobacco have been auil
STOCKS OF LEAF TOliACCO
In the United States Markets Novem-
ber 1, 1896-95, and October 1, 1896.
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A great . many aseessnaent lists of
property, both real and personal, for
State taxes have not been returned to
the State Assessor. These should all
be returned by the owners or agents on
or before December I, and thereby save
trouble to the taxpayer and Assessor, SS
after that tinie the Assessor will begin
to make arbitrary aaseeements, which
,ere generally unsatisfactory to all con•
cerned.
Teachers' Association.
The next meeting of the County
Teachers Association will be held at
Beverly on Saturday, Dec. 5th. All are
given a cordial invitation to attend. The
program will be announced next week.
The salary due the county teachers
for the second month was sent to meter
distribution on last Saturday. The
teachers who were not here can get this
amount by calling at my office.
KATIE MCDANIEL.
• County Superintendent.
"For five weeks I lived on cold water.
to speak," writes a man who suffer-
ed terribly frina indigestion.
He- could hardly keep anything on his
stomach. What stayed wasn't proper-
ly digested and gave him terrible pazige.
The; is not an uncommon came. Dys-
peptics don't get enough nourishment.
They are generally thin and weak.
They may eat enough but they don't
digest enough. Mach of what they eat
tarns into poison. If this keeps on
there's no telling what disease they may
4get next.
That's why it is beet to taike Shaker
Digestive .Cordial, as soon as symptoms
of indigestion appear.
It cure-sail the evils of indigestion,
and prevents the evils which indiges-
tion cause*.







In this store will do more to convice you
that we are the cheapest than newspa-
per talk. It always pays you to come




Special : Sale : of : Blankets.
10-4 all wool white Blankets 51 97
worth f3 50
1.1 4 heint-ful all wool blankets, finet
selec'ed wcol, soft white one with rich
border, also natural g ey and 54 67
seal 4_4, worth fr;
WEDENSDAY AND THURSDAY.
Remarkc,ble Book Sale.
Books from a publsher e forcod sate at unheard-of pric •E
n, for ̀.Strattford'. edition, 12 mos., cloth b..rund, g It
ut, titles. Retail price 25e.
for"ron" edit;on, '12 mo., fine cloth hind imi'a-tio Ans. half Morocco, full gilt back, he. d• band at,d
laney linings. Retail price 75c.48c a soekt act; otho,n8i tae N). 
olued 
ir
goseldt2;enaeld'' taboiluin:Iri in $1 5069c for"




o America. Worth $3 50.
r volume sets standard books, fine book98c a cloth,  seforjNgold leaf stamp -d, retail price $5.
Friday and Saturday.
Great oilk.ring Outing Cloth Gowts, .Night ,*:...hirts and
Dressing Saeques...
4,9ts.c and cold tan' neg,r11  _
79c tf!rzim!la,,dfladirileCt0:37 outing ,cloth night shirts, bought..
98C ew'l'itnhncsoirlde,a‘s.yndouniteinIFs extranIoth gow
ns.
outing
cloth night shirts worth $1.25.
99c fdoirdiTy.auaditted,e' lovelyworth isl :nnrione.lette dresings a4ues splen-
Slo312fr lades' heavy flannelette dressing oscines
with embroiderd collar, wortir $2 00.
These sales begin at 9 a. m. each morning and




It takes lots of "sand" these fmes to buy a stock of goods. But the
111101▪ .-•






Stron est Line of $5.00. $7.50 and S10.00
ver Shown on this Market.
In the meantime whether the rebtilt__If this election be for Silver
Gold, you are wasting "Golden Moments" if,yoi- haNt, not investigated our
luitnense stock of Fall Goods.






We have about -200 pairs
Childrens heavy grain but-
ton School shoes, sizes 5tol,
heel and spring heel carried
over.
Original Prices Werc
$1.00, $1.25 and 1.50.
I75c PAIR















Prom a ern-title with habit I have
• seen own fall back defeated. Calling
. for no help, bat relying on their own
• resolutions, they have C011113 info tbe
•• struggle, and for a time it seemed as if
they were getting the upper hand of
their habit, but that habit rallied again
ha infernal power and lifted the soul
from its standing, and with a force bor-
rowed from the pit hurled it into outer
darkness.
But, thank God, I have often seen a
better termination than this. I have
seen men prepare themselves for much
hie a wrestling. They laid bold of God's
see help as they went into combat. The
giant habit, regaled by the cup of many
• dianipations, came out strong and defl-
ated. They clinched_ There were the
writhings and distortions of a fearful
struggla But the old giant bare as
waver, and at last, in the midnight
LOD% with none but God to witness,
ee- by the brook Jabbok. the giant faLl.
and the triumphent wrestler broke the
•`.vr,fie• darkness with the cry, "Thanks be sa-
e.- to Ood, who 'teeth us the victoce
through our Lord Jesus Christ "
Tbere is a widow's heart that first
. _ was desolated by bereavement and since
• by the anxieties and trials that came in
Ah the support of • family. It ia a mad
'‘`••- thing to see • man oontending for a
livelihcod under disadvantages, but to
e7e.
srie 
see a delicate woman, with helpless lit-
- tle ones at her back, fighting the giants
"r: of poverty and sterow is more affect-
big. It was a bumble home, and pass-
e-- eraby knew not that within thow four
walls were displays of courage more ad-
! imirable than that of Hannibal crooning
the Alps or in the pate (.1 Thermopylte
or at Balaklavalewhere "into the jaws
of death rode the six hundred." Theme
heroes had the whole world to cheer
tbem on, but there were none to applaud
tbe struggle in that humble home.
To the Rescue.
She fought for bread, for clothing,
for fire, for shelter, with aching head
.• and weak side and exhausted strengthhs.
he through the long night by the brook
Jabbok. Could it be that none would
.7.. give her help? Had God forgotten to be
et-- gracious? No, contending soul. The
midnight air is full of wings, coming
see. to the reset:ie. She heart it now, in the
et- lough of the night wind, in the tipple
"r- of the brook Jabbok, the promiee made
'Ye- so long ago, ringing down the aky,
"Thy fatherless children, I will pre-
serve them alive, and let thy widows
trust in me." Some one said to a very
poor woman, "How is it that, in ench
distrem you keep cheerful?" She said:
''I do it by what I call crow prayers. kindrwl and friends who would detain
When I had my rent to pay and noth- me here, exclaiming: "Let me go, let
ing to pay it with, and bread to buy • me go. The day brea.keth." 
and. nothing to buy it with, I need to To make the complexion good and
sit down and cry. But now I do not get breath sweet; use Dr. Bell's Peppermint
diecouraged. If I go along the street,
when I come to a corner of the street, 1
sty, 'The Lord help me.' I then go on
until I comiltto another grossing of the
street, and again I say, 'The Lord help
me.' And so I utter a prayer at every
crossing, and since I have got into the
habit of saying these 'crow prayers' I
have bee-n able to keep up my courage."
Learn again from this subjeet that
people tometimes are teurprieed to find
out that what they have teen struggling
with in the darknese ia really an "angel
• of bleating." Jacob found in the morn•
tbat this strange personage was not




give him, with tlie joy.
,fn. ham of Isaac Width where
0 Were great, when be says:
t kill of Zion yields
• tbunsand merest renege
111r4ore we reach the knave:sly Sakti
Or walk the golden street&
Eczema
All Her Life,
Then let our 110011. ab011nd Mr. E. D, Jenkins, of I.ithonia. Ca.,
We're mereeins through Ininsaneel'scround 
save that his daughter, Ida. inherited aAnd every terta lie dry,
„ taller world/rote high. 
severe case of Eczema. et hich the equal
- It is prosperity that kills and trouble 
mercury and potaeh remedies failed to
that save& While the Isneelites were on 
relieve. Year bhyear she was treated
the march, amid great privations and tw'aittr0111.Sarianoluis itnute'elrincai ti ei!e' neixeetleirens a, lw 
iatPhio) lei t
hardships, they behaved well. After seeult. list sufferings we
te inteuse,
awhile they prayeel for meat, and the and her condition
 grew steadily wor .
aky darkened with a great dock of All the 
so-called blood remedies di ot
quail* and these (math fell in great • 
seetn tt reach the dis-
multitudes all ahout them, and the 
ehse af all until S.
raelites ete and ate snit. stdffeel them- 
S.S. weegi yen, when-
selves until they died. Oh, my friends, 
an improvement
it is net hardship or trial or starvation 
was at once noticed.
that injune the well, but abundant sup- 
The nieilicine was
continuchl with far-
ply. It is not the vulture of trouble that orable 
results, and
eats up the Christian's life. It is the 
now she is cured
quails, it is the quails. You will yet 
sonnd and well, her
find out that our midnight wrestle by 
ek iu is perfectly
the brook Jabbok is with en angel ef 
clear and pure and
she has been saved
God come down to bless and to save. from what threat-
The Mark of the Straggle. sued to blight her life forever.
Learn again that whale our wrestling (gsgaraiste
ed purely vegetable)
with trouble might be triumphant we cures 
Eczema, Scrofula, Cancer, Rheu-
am or any other blood troubie.
that lams until morning, with an en_ 
must expect that it will leave its mark ulaIti is 'a real blhed remedy and alwa
touched him, anh his thigh bete eprung 
cures even after all else faits.known visitor. They each try to throw oPon oh Jamb 
Prevailed, but the angel
she other. The unknown visitor, to re-
veal his superior power, by s toech from its looht't, awl 
the Ontad num %Wit A Real Blood R edem y
wrenches eitheeei thigh we, from ite limping on his way. We must carry 
•
threugh this world the mark of the
eocket, perhaps maimmg him for life. Take a blood reifrwdv for a blood di ,
As on the morning sky tbe chasten ot
purple cloud begin to ripen, Jacob sees
it is an angel with whom be has been
tontending, and not one of his brother's
coadjutors. "Let me go," cries the m-
orel, lifting himself up into increasing
light, -the day breaketh.
Left Alamo to Wrestle.
You see, in the arm place, that God
allows good peopheannetimes to get MVO
a terrible struggle. Jaceo was a godd
man, but here as is left 'done in the
Midnight to wresCe with a tremendous
influence by the brook Jabbok. For Jo-
seph. a pit; for Daniel. a wild bass.
dee; for David. dethronement sod on-
ile ; tor John the Baptist, a wilderness
diet and the executioner's ex; for Pe-
ter, a prison; for Paul, shipwreck ; tor
John. desorshe Patinae; far Christ, She
croft. For wbom the racks, the gibbet'',
the prisons, tbe„thumbscrewth For the
soon and •Eaughtetts• 'the,..1roord
mighty. ethenseente mid to a Christian re-
former, "The world is against you."
"Then," he replied, am against the
world."
I will go further and say that every
Christian has his struggle. With finan-
. cud usedersune some of you have had
the midnight wreetle. Retiliet disasters
have dropped into yonr store from loft
to cellar. What you bought you could
.. not sett. Who FOCI trusted fled. The help
you expected would not come. Some gi-
ant panic, with long arms and grip like
death. took hold of ypu in au awful
wrestle, from which you have not yet
escaped, and it is unoertain whether 11
will throw you or you will throw la
Hero la another soul in struggle with
ettne bed appetite. fle knew not bow
stealthily it was growing upon him.
Otte hour be woke up. He said, "For
the ...he'd my soul. of Mr family. of
my children and De my God I must
e stop this." And, behold, he found him-
• " shlf 'Icing by the brook of Jabbok, and
it was midnight. That evil appetite
mimed npon him, and he seized upon it,
7 so. ok, --the -horror of the conflict!
liThen_pose a bad habit bath roused it-
milfhip to 'destroy a man, and the man
MasIvtorn that, by the help of the eter-
nal God, be will destroy it, all heaven
draws itself out in long line of light to
look ire= above, and all hell stretches
„Welt an myrmidons of spite to look up
• h
from beneath. I have wen men rally
re themselvee for a struggle, and they
bare bitten their lips and clinched their-ht'h
ism and cried with a blood red earnest-
••••• nem and a rain of ecalding tears, "God
belp me '.''
e The Giant Habit.
1.-41
..
W ASIIING TON ,
strange scene o
mote, in his se on today, draws ne-
lsons et good Meer end tri-
hnbiect "Wreetling With
and the text, Genesis
mil, 25, 26: "And when he saw that
he prevailed not against him, he touch-
ed the hollow of his thigh; and the hol-
low of Jitcob's thigh was out of joiet as
• wreetled With him. And he muct,
`Let me go, ter the day breaketh. And
he said, I will uot let thee go except
ebou bless me. "
There la • cloud of dust from a trav-
eling herd of cattle and sheep and
goats and camels. They are the present
tbat Jacob sends to gain the good will
of his offended brother. Thet night Ja-
cob halts by the brook Jabbok. But
there is no red for the weery man, no
shining ladder to let the angels down
into Ma dream, but a avere struggle+,
AN ANGEL Wit
t,
• rat= agersON ON JiCAllpfl
# • NEAS MAMA I !'
Isle Pi f 04.04-0:ir e!
Iltrtiglis rith the Supernatural Ever;
, Christian Has His Hattie: trete
} against the Giant Habit-The I *known




ger to promine prosperity for him and
• for. his children. And so many a man
• at the chap of his trial has -found out
• that he has been •trying to throw dowu
his awn blessing. If you are a Chrie-
tian mau, I will go back in your his-
tory and find that the grandest things
Hist have ever happened to you have
been your trials. Nothing short of
soourging, imprisonment and shipwreck
could have made Paul what he was.
Joseph's Herd Struggle.
When David was fleeing through the
wilderness, pursued by his own son, he
was being prepared to become the sweet
auger of laraeL The pit and the dun-
geon were the beet schools et which 10
• seph ever graduated. The hurriesthe
▪ that utast tise tent and killed Job's °hit-
dren prepared the man of t's to be the
subject of the magnificent poem that
has amounded the ages. There Is no
way to get the wheat out of the straw
but to thraah it. There is no way to
purify the gold but to burn it. Look at
tbe people who have always had it their
own way. They are proud, discontent-
' ed, toeless and unhappy. If you want to
find cheerfol folk, go among those who
have beeu puntied by the fire. After
Rossini had rendered "William Tell"
the five hundredth time aeompany of
mueicians came under his window in
Paris and serenaded him. They pot up-
on his brow a golden crown of laurel
leaves. But ansid all the applause stud
enthusialein Roseini turned to a friend




combat. Whet plowed thew premature a tonic' won't cure it.
wrinkled in your faoe? What whitened 0 n r • books
your hair before it was time foe frost? on blood abet
What silenced forever so much of the shin. diseases
hilarity of year honeehold? AL, it is mailed free to
because the angel of trouble hath touch- any • address.
eel you that you go limning ma your ; Swift Spec i fic
way. You need not be suepteted ehat Co., Atlanta,
those who have passed through the fire Ge.
do not feel aa gay as lines they did. Do
net by out of pantie& with them who
mote Dot out ed their Ampundeeey,
They may triumph over their lops, and
yet the* gait shall tell you that they
have been matte touched. ,hre ro
toe that we can utinlov.(1 eee oar myth,
rifled of the bright eyes and. lies sweut
lips? Can we stand tuneeved eurl see
our gardens of earthly delight upreoted?
Will jedue, who wept hofildttle•
gry with us if we pour (Airline itito
the grave' that open to mallow down
what we loved best? Wee Lazarus more
dear 10 him than our beleved
us? No. We have a right to weepFOur
tears must come. You shall not deiye
them back to scald the heart. They full
into God's bottle. Afflicted OMM have
died because they conld not reep.
Thank God for the sweet, the mysteri-
ous relief that. ceruee fo us to 'Ware. Un-
der this gentle. rain. the &ewers Of hope
put forth their bloom. God' pity that
dry, withered, parched, all consuming
grief that wringe its. halide and grinds
its teeth and bites ita nails into the
quick, but cannot weep. We may have
found the comfort of the wow and yet
ever after show that in the dark night
and by the broek Jebbok we were dou-
ble touched.
The Welcome haws.
Again we may take tin. idea of the
text and announce the approaeh of the
day dawu. No one was ever more glad
to see the morning than was Jacob after
that night of struggle. It is appropri•
ate ECIV pbeantrampists ana unristians
to cry out with this angel of the tee',
"The day breaketh." The world's pros-
pects ere brightening. Superstition has
had .its strongwt props enoeked Out.
The tyrents of earth are falling flat in
the dust. The church of Chrlst is rising
up in its istrength to go forth, "fair as
the morn, clear as the sun aed terrible
as an army with Penner& " Clap your
hands, all ye people, "the day break-
eth. "
As I look around about me Is see
many, who have pawed through waves
of trouble tbat came up higher than
their girdle. In God's name I proclaim
ceseatien of hoetilittes. You shall not
always go saddened and hearthroken.
God will lift your burden. God win
bring your dead to life. God will shinch
the heart's bleeding. I know be will.
Like as a father pitieth his children, so
the Lord pities you. The pains of earth
will end. The tomb will burst. The
dead will rise. The morning star trem-
bles on a brightening sky. The gates of
the eaat begin to swing open. "The day
breaketh."
Luther and Melanchthon were talking
together gloomily about the prospecte of
the church. They could nee no hope of
deliverance. After awhile Luther got
up and said to Melanclithon, "Come,
Philip, let us sing the Forty.sixth
Psalm, 'God fa our refuge and streehtt
in every time of trouble.' "
Tee Wrestle.
Death t••• many, nay, to all, is a
areeggle and a wrestle. We him, many
friends whom it would be hard to leave,
I cam Dot how bright oor future hope
la II is • bate: thing to look upon this
fez would and know that we shnll nev-
a agate see its blossoming spring, its
autumnal im spackling streams
amd to ear farewell to those with whom
we played la childbOod or counseled in
manhood. 4 that night, like Jacob, we
may have fo .wrestle, but God will not
lea" ei unblessed. It shall not be told
in heaven that a dying soul cried unto
God for help, but waa not delivered.
The lattice+ may be turned to keep out
the sun ur • book set to dim the light
of the tuidnight taper, or the room may
be filled with the cried of orphanage or
widowhood, or the church of Christ
may mourn over our going, but if Jesus
calls all te well. The strong wrestling
by the brookevill ceaae, thee hours of
death's night Will paw alonge 1 o'clock
in the aaorniliC4 o'clock in the morn-
ing, 5 &clot* in the morniug, "the
day breaketh."
So I would have it when I die. I am
in no haste to bh gone. I would like to
stand here 20 years and prearh this gos-
pel. I have no grudge against this
world. The only fault I have to find
with this world is that it treats me too
well. But whun the time comes to go
I trust to be ready, my worldly affairs
all settled. If I hhve wronged others, I
want then to besure ortheir forgive-
nem. In that last wrestling, my arm
enfeebled with sieknees and my he
faint, I want Jesus beside me. If there
be hands on tbia side of the flood stretch-
ed out to hold me back, I want the
heavenly hands stretched out to draw
me forward. Then, 0 Jesne help me
on and help me up. Unfearing, un-
doubtieg, may I step right cut into the
light and be able to look tack to my
Chill Tonic. It pnrifiee the blood. rids
you of malaria and is an up-building
tonic, aiding digestion. Pleasant thst..
and pleasant effect. 50e. Guarunesed
by all dealers.
h-For eale by 4 C. Hardwick.
Dealthy, happy
children make. bet-
ter men and women
of us all. A man is
hardly himself until
he has the develop-
ment that responsi-
bility brings. After
the child comes, the
father and mother
both plan and prom-
ise what shall be
done with it. A lit-
tle care and a little
planning before
birth is often more
important than any.
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-ss well expect fig's from thistles. Most
of the weakness of women is utterly Mex.
cesabie. Proper care and propyr medicine
will cure almost any disorder of the feme
Mae organism. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
ocription has been tested in thirty years of
practice. It is healing, soothing, strength. plastering and cement work.
eutag It is perfectly natural la its opera-
tion emit effect. By its us*, thousands of All work guaranteed,
weak weezen have been made strung and
beadtlay-hare been made the meteerseof and prices reasons rte. Repair work
crone and healthy children Taken due mpeeialty and will receive Prompt
-Tug gestationhit makes childbirth easy and attention.
almost painless and insures the well being ADDRESS bock Box 420.of both mother and child.
The following letter is only one of thou. 
elands of similar ones :
0. V. By. Time Table.
Corrected May 81. 1896
SOUTH SOUND.
No. 1 daily No. 8 dilly.
Lv. 11 vaueville 6:15 a. In 4 :SO p. tn.
Lv. Henderson " " :08 "
to. Corydon 7 :68 " 5 1 "
Lt. Mmetafleld 7 :85 " 8.'4 • '
Lv,,DeMoven b ;27 " , 8 :d7 "
Lv. Marion 9:21 " ' 7.85 "
Le. Princeton 10:21 " :t0 "
Arr. Hopkineville 11 :30 noon 9 :60 p.
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Hopkinsville 5:20 a. in. 2:53 p. m.
arrive 4 :00
Princeton 6:37 " have 4 :45
Lv. Marion 7:31 " 5:41 1'
Ly. DeKoven 8 :27 " 6 :h7 I'
Ly. Morganfield 9:02 " 7 :12 ''
LT. Corydon 9 :30 " 7:41 d
Ly. Henderson 9:62 " 8:07 "




Moteranfielci 9 :10 a. in. 7 :13 p.
Arv. Uniontown 9 ei5 a. m. 7 :40 p. m.
SOUTH SOUND.
Lv. Uniontown 7:46 a. m. 5:45 p. tn.
Arv. Morganfleld 7:50 a. un. 5:50 p. m.
LOCAL FRZIONT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7 :15 a. tn. daily.
Arv. Hopkineville 10:20 a. in. daily.
Lv. Hopkinavills :00 p. daily.
Arr. Princeton 7 :1E p. daily






Ohl Mutual Benefit life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
-See Their New Contract -
Everythimg in the ecntract.
'flans sod real estate are
ipeciaItis with us.
Office on Weet side North Main, near
Court Louse, Ropkinavile, Hy.
Er7t1 LIS & WALLA() IL




ARE GOOD TIMES HERE?
•
Better than either is a healthy
liver. If the _liyer.1 is .0. the
of man is 0, K. Hig: bloNi is kept
pre, hie .110.41inti. perfect, and he
can enjoy life .ind art intelligently
and patiently upon the questions
of the day. You all- know what to
take: 'Yon •havo known it for years.
It is Simmons Liver Regulator-
Secretary Richardson s Claim - Maj. Crum
baugh-Dr. Clardy s Successor.
Well,,now the, 1114N1 Ion Is (moor at least,
And all tile worry alsitit It.
f h Ink yott e RI have better nines,
workingmen?
Well. linty you will, hut I doubt it.
were told by the Rade tnat McKinley
Must Will,
mat you'd prosper no more without It:
11/11V0 you seen any change since you voted
him int
Well, maybe you have, hut I doubt It.
The movement for silver Was "only a erase"
You heard their great orators .pout
'Down with 'divert and then will 1:0111V•
prospertnnt days:"
Haat' they eons.; Well, perhaps, but 1
doubt it.
election means work for
Th*,•re can be no quest ton about it:
No spectre of famine nor poverty's pull ;"
Is it true? Maybe so, but I doubt It.
Oat manna from htniven been rained at
your door?
litui the Wolf that Was aktilk lug about it
Fled far. from your houie to return never
more
Well, possibly Ito, but I doubt It. '
Of the thousends and thousands of slices
tlints
That your President wilt love out, it
win be a cold day e hen a slice COMM. your
Way.
Don't you; think I ISM right, I don't
deute it.
-ENARIt
Maj. 8. H. Crutubaugh, of this city,
who at the recent eleetion wail elected
to the State. Senate from the Christian-
Hopkins district by a handsome majori-
ty, will be an applicant under the Mc-
Kinley Administration for the position
of Revenue Collet-tor of the Second
Kentucky district, with strong pros-
pects of success, says a Hopkineville dis-
patch to this morning's Courier-Journal.
He was collector under President Ar-
thur, and is known as one of the origi-
nal McKinley men in this State. He
will have the indorsement of E. T.
Franks, lute Republican nominee for
Cowries in the Second district, and
other leading Republicans, He is a per-
frieud of the Preeideutial-elect
As stated Saturday by the !sew Ease
the. delegate vote of vountieve composing
the Second (Harlot in the future cote
ventions will be as follow.: Christian,
10 ; Davie's., 25; Hancock, 6; McLean,
: Hopkins, 17; Henderson, Al; Union,
16; Webster, 10; total 116. Necessary
to a choice in Congressional convention.
59. Proepective candidates; may now
study out the combination by which
they could vvin. Daviess, Henderson
and Union could win. Daviess, Han-
cock, McLean and Henderson eould not
win. Hendernon, Union, Webster and
Hopkins could win. Christian, Hopkins,
Webster and Hendereonhould win.
The Madisonville Mail says: "Capt.
C. D. Bell was in town Friday and an-
nounced his intention to contest the
election of Maj. S. R. Crumbaugh
State Senator and made a formal de-
mand that oue of his attorneys be al-
owed to witnees the official eount, but
this was refused by the Board, although
Clerk Powers was in favor of the pro-
position. The count was made in secret
and no Democrat has any knowledge of
what irregularities were discovered or
what doubtful ballots were returned."
Hawesville Clarion: It is Raid that
Dr. Clard will not be a candidate for
„.0es again. In this event we may
expect many new entries. Hon. H. D.
Allen, we are informed, is sure to be a
candidate. Mr. Tanner will also possi-
bly enter. Maybe, too, it is about time
for Willie McLean, of Henderson. One
thing that does seem to be certain, the
district could go farther and fare worse
than to send "Tip" Bransford, of Ow-
ensboro, to Congrees. The people like
him.
• ork Again.
A few applications of Salvation Oil
will readily cure sprains and bruises,
and heal cuts, burns and scalds. It is
undoubtedly the best pain-cure on the
market, and should be, ready for use. in
every home in the land. Mr. Frank
Stubenhaver 1337 Elm St., Dubuque,
Iowa, states : "I used Salvation Oil on
a sprained elbow, which threatened to
prevent me from working, and after
several thorough rubbings, I awoke the
very next morning much relieved and
able to go to work. Had I not used
Salvation Oil I certainly would have
lost a week's work, which would have
amounted to many times the cost of a
bottle of OIL Everybody should keep
Salvation Oil in the house." It is sold






It prr.ta.ov noels rocrwing, tt to rrourh.
wotched plaisrive. until it hi.. become
repuelt.. io.towi of sttraeuvc. ifee:tuy mut, L.
always owed ,rul . The son abd wawa. mapuze
soaps sod oosnietlea Miura nes ann.
Viola Cream
eleames, urtshes and r,tores the AM. making
It w.ft, lenity ar.d teeottful It Is n.., a eosmetb.
CV1Ver 11O. htlt retonv,ohl..Itavbes. It
harmirsa and aiwaya does just what we data
1.r It. Tile only prr; station that will positively
reac Ye Freeithas,111s,kbeada. Tan. ,.un burn and
Pimple. Hundreds of testimoe ?nu. Prond.
neat ladies. Prim soughs • Jar at druggists
0.C. BITTNER C.O., TOLEDO, 01110.
Cushman's
MENTHOL INHALER
Cures ail trou1.1.4 or he
H41.1 .1411 h roe,
CATARRH, HEADACHE,
NEURALGIA, LsGRIPPE,







NsiN. tholitiee of Europe





and Healthful aid to
HEADACHIS Pflfffor-
aro. RrInr. kleep to the Sleepless Cures Insomnia
sod !gen.,. Prostration Don't te fooled with worth lem
Imitetioi.• Take ooly Ct/SEOISN'S. Prl,e, 60o.
at all Drogel.t. ur fgee. AfigNTS WANTED.
CUSHMAN'S MENTHOL BALM Prndur".o de  -
Cul runs of Salt Rheum. Old Sores. Cuta.Wounds.
LBurna. Frostoiten F.‘,14 other remedies for
'PILES. Pr,. e, 215C al 1 /rnsfadat• fa.,4 on Menthol
free. Add,. Cushm• n Drug Co.. Vie-
niannas. IVIA 1P343120k1 MT.. Chicaffo. it*
Mrs. truaserv-a Nairn, of Viefev, W Vs
writes: ••• I commenced using the Favorite Pre.
seription when half through my period of
pregnancy, I used four bottles and felt like
•nother •143171/10 My time of labor Ira. en.,




I PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
i TAL PLASTERER,
HOPKINSTILLE, K Y!
(Formerly with Forbes & Bro.)
Will make estimates on all kinds of
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTH.
The following time table tells when
all passenger trains arrive here:
No, 63, St. Louts expres  .6 :0 7am
No. 515, accomenexlation 7:06 ant
No, 51, St. Louis mail 5:29 pm
•
Dr Pierce's celebrated both " The Common
Sense Medical Adviser," will he sent free in •ns
address on seccipt or st one-cent stamps, ,
OTT, cost of mailing emir Tbe ho.ds contain. '
Soca pewee profusely Illuatrated. and ia Of Ines. i
thnable value to every woman. A veritable med. I
*cal lihrory, in one volume. Addree, _Worida
pleposery Medical. 11,A
NORTH.
No. 52, St. bouts mail... ..... 9:55 arn
No. 64, St Louis express 10 :2h pm
No. 66, accommodation  8 :41) pm
No, 611 makes eennectionm at Guthrie
for Louisville and point* East. No. 515
makes oonpection al Osiarle tor Olitirka._-,
It is now said that Hon. C. M. Bar-
nett, chairman of the Republican State
Central Committee, will outer the con-
test for the Collectorship in the Owens-
boro district in opposition to E. T.
Franks and Maj. S. R. Crumbaugh.
Speaker Blanford, of the Kentucky
House of Repreeentatives, is said to be
working for Capt. Jim Blackburn's
place, as United States Marshal for
Kentucky.
No matter who may be in McKinley's
Cabinet, Mark Haiku& will certainly be
Secretary of slate.
In speaking of people who haven't
any sense it is usually said that they
have very happy dispositions.
There may have been a time in this
country's history when the office Bought
the male but that time has long since
passed.
It is believed that Mark Hanna would
not grieve if Thomas C. Platt and Mr.
Bliss we-re to emulate the example of
the Kilkenny cate.
_ _ _
McKinley's election may have restor-
ed confidence, but the man who has a
full coal-home will do well to lock it
before dark each night.
Picking out Federal offices is now the
chief occupation of the Kentucky Re-
publicans. Picking out is about as far
as a majority of them will ever get.
.1•••••=••••••...
Since scanning those Kansas Legisla-
tive returns Mr. Johu Jeems Ingalls is
doubtlees sorry that he didn't adhere to
nig former views on the currency quee-
lion.
With the-e-xcePtion of his grandfather
and Rutherford B. Hays, Ben Harrison
is the smallest, weakest man ever De-
eteotee eleoted to the Presidency-and
Win. McKinley conies next to him.
Another filibuster expedition has
started for Cuba, passing right under
the nettle of three of Uncle SIM'S grim
watchdogs, but for once the grim watch-
dogs did the proper thing-looked the
other way.
PARKER'S CINCER TONIC
Oates lams Troubles, Deboor, distressing ronotark
fenny:. and is uoted for making ,res when CI 011Me
fa 4 mrs ahno.,1 hav. It.
PARK
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanse. and bawds* the hag.
Promote, a luxuriant mete
rishe Vans to Restore 0
line to ita 'Youthful Color.
Cuss seals Meow & hair la.hng.
PAW $1.00 at Louggsle
HINDERCORNS Tmorlison_CuT•fr•
UsotIllopi ail pan. man walking esay. stawatee




Had the Miscreants Not Been Spirited Away
They Would Have Been Hanged.
The throe negroes, Dave Powell.- Wil-
ham Loving and William Dixon, who
attempted to murder Louis Metzner at
Henderson Friday night, are securely
confined in the Hopkinsville jail.
They were brought here Saturday
night by Jailer Flec.Kohl, Deputy Mar-
shal George Atkinson and a Tome of
offieers.
The negroes narrowly emcaped having
their necks stretched by Judge Lynch.
Business was suepended in Henderson
Saturday. At au early hour small
groues of men gathered and discussed
the attempteel murder of Metzner. Soon
a crowd began gathering around the
jail and at noon a great multitude sur-
rounded the building. There were an-
gry mutterings. The mob-spirit was
rampant. Occasionally pistol shots
were heard. Somebody started a rumor
that Metzner had died. This set the
people wild with excitement.
At the jail a dozen sworn officers of
the law stood with drawn weapons to
protect, as their oath prescribes, the
miserable miscreants whose hours
seenied to be numbered, says the Hen-
demon Journal. They were a company
of ale brave Inca as ever faced danger,
Mayor Wormliam, Chief of Police Rudy,
Sheriff Negley, Patrolmen Johnston,
Walton, Henry, Deputy Sheriffs John
Hawkins, Charles Negley and Emmet
Smith, Deputy Marshals J. D. Collins
end George M. Atkinson. Not a man
tu all this company but believed the
three 'legroom should be hanged. Yet
In the face of this they were determined
to lose their lives, if necessary, in order
to preserve the sanctity of their oaths.
The would-be lynchers had packed
themselves about the jail 1,500 strong.
4udge Givens dispatched a messenger
to Jailer Kohl with insttuctions to take
the prieoners away if poesible. At first
glance this was apparently impossible,
for the mob had sworn Powell, Dixon
and Loving mhould not leave the jail
Indere they went to their death.
Shortly after 2 o'clock a c•overvd
wioreu dritheu through' the crowd to
the rear jail entrance: A moment later
the o hears uppeared with the prisoners.
Imaantly it howl wont up from the cith
zeta. John Baum, who is said to have.
declared hie willingness to lead, sprang
forward. Jailer Kohl struck him on
the head with tAe barrel of u Winchest•
er rifle and he fell, with his scalp laid
open almost to the bone. This prompt
action had the effect of deterring the
mob.
Word had been passed around that
the criminals were to be taken to Hop-
kiusville. Two hundred men rau to the
L. & N. depot. Five hundred went to
the 0. V., where the L. & N. traine
stop. Had the miscreante been taken
to either of these place's, serious trouble
could not have been averted. As rapid-
ly as possible the men were driven
through the city to the People's tioal
mine, two miles from town. They were
followed far a short distance by excited
men whb iirederevolvers at intervals.
The moti was outwitted, however; the
train eras -boarded and the prisoners
safely taken to Hopkinsville. Litter iu
the day, hearing that a mob . would
come from Owensboro to hang Patrol-
man White's murderers, Judge Givens
ordered the quartet taken to Marion.
This remoVal was effected without in-
cident.
The popular excitement subsided
slowly. All the remainder of the after-
noon and until far into the night men
wandered . aimlessly around making
threats as to what will be done when
Powell, Dixon and Loving are brought
back. In order that the popular clamor
may be appeased as soon as possible,
Judge Givens hae called a special crimi-
nal term of circuit court, which will
convene November 30. A special grand
jury will be impaneled and the law will
act as promptly its possible.
_
The Republicans recently elected to
to the Iudiana Legislature are thinking
of giving au object lesson in anarchy
by throwing out of their seats a dozen
or moo. Democrattc Senators and Rep-
rwehtativee elected on November 3rel.
There need be no fears that aleKinley
will stealhhe free. silver coinage issue
from the Democrats. He might be very
willing to make it a part of his Admin-
istration, if one may judge from his rec-
ord in Congreets, but Wall street will
not permit hint to do it.
Never have we before had a President
and Vice President who have had as lit-
tle to do with each other as Cleveland
and Steveneon-and it was Stevenson
who carried Illinois for Cleveland. A
short while after they went into office
Mr. Stevenson requested the appoint-
ment of a friend to a foreign mission,
end the President gave.the place to
someone else, so the Leto high officials
from then on ceased th have any com-
munications with each other except on
official business.
--
The Republican newspapers all over
the country are doing u great deal of
blowing because a number of factories
that had shut down for campaign pur-
poses have opened uh since the election.
Everybehly that is posted knows that
most of those factories simply ehut
down in order to frighten the laboring-
men, that it was a part of the general
plan to force men to vote against their
wishes and best judgeneut, and they
also know that' those factoriem wouhl
base r 'sunned operations after the elec-
tion lust the same if Mr. Bryan bad
boeu the succeseful
If you want to withstand the evil eh
fee.ts of the . coming winteres chilly
blasts, the best precaution is to put your
lungs and bronchial tubes in a. healthy
and robust condition by the use of Dr.
Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It promotes the
free circulation of blood and gives vigor
and vitality to the respiratory organs.
Where catarrh of the throat or head, or
any puhuonary ailment exists, it is nec-
emery in order to overcotue those dis-
treseing maladies to feed and strength-
the inactive functions,. and there is
nothing that doem this so thoroughly ae
does Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It is
a tissue builder, through the process
of free and healthful circulation of the
blood. By its use-the system is render-
! ed le.ss susceptible to coughs and colds;
and for their cure there is nothing that
; equals the genuine Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-
; Honey made by The E. E. Sutherland
CWMIllityri Medicine Co. and sold by reliable deal-
Wace over Baseett's to Summer Biota era-
THINACCRA 
E. C. ANDERSON
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They meke thin faces plump and round out
the tlgure. The are the
STANDARD REMEDY
for trimness, containing no arsenic, ane ab-
peaut.ey harmless.
Pelee, prepaid, $1, IS for 4.5.
Pamphlet, "HOW TO OFT F'AT," free.
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Com ell Weald. of IL* tiewl Mau.
CATARRH, HEADACHE
iur ;cam you and your fathers
tiavel Woad it sterling worth.
it piways has been put up
1,- .T. it. Z1/4.ilin dt Co. Take
' ,.,.unie. It has the
r:t id the wrapper,
i!ttho aka
Doctors Sar
Bi lious and I ntermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
tyicts are invariably acconipan-
• I y derangements of the
m,.-nach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great "
"- in the mechanism of
••lan, and when it is out ofordcr,
.'he whole system becomes de-
ranered and disease is the result.
Tutt's Liver Pills
Cure all Liver Troubles.
FERD SCHMITT Agent
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Via. Ohio Valley Ry.
In connection with the C. 0. & S. W.
and Illinois:Central, to Louisville, Cin,
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleans and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:20 a. m. 2:63 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12:00 noon 6:50 p.m
Ar. Memphis 6 :40 p. m. 7 :10 a.rn
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a. ru. 7:30 p.m
Ar. Louisville 11:10 p.
Ar. Qincinuati 6 :40 a. ni
Close connections made at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair cars.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,
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SYPHILIS
AVE YOU (tri:4'4."4, rs'Alrbaollt
'leen tn South, Herr tallegt Write COO
Ell EDI' CO., nue laseeste Trample
tees., sil., fdr proofs of cares. Caw.
$16.00,000. Worst oases cured in 1










DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALITY.
OFFICE Ragsdale and Cooper Building110Pitri: LO 10;2W 4.
Telephone No. 132
Hunter Wood. Hunter WoodeJr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON,
Attorneys-At-LAW
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVII I F, - - KENTUCKY.
JOHN FELAND,
Attorney - At - Law,
OFFICE: Old Bank Building, corner
5th and Main Ste.
S Meriteatlier
-
13•1••••ter"11 it=7".""Oeylialti6 TUTT'S Liver !ILLS 40614
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
.4
A Wild Ride
la the dead et night ear
UtitfTNINCI PIOT
DROPS.





in the house, Lad save dim
and suffering







(Sen. Weyler wanta 'Uncle Sam to
kick him out of Cuba, and he may yet
Is- gratified.
W . H. Lankford, Merthant .1.a n k ford ;
Tenn., writes: "Dr. Bell's-Pim-Tar
Honey bouts any medicine oil earth for
eonghs and colds."
Sold by R.C. Hardwick.
The people would much 'other SEE
the return of prooperity than to read rei
many Republican predietions about it
Do you go to bed to sleep? Of course
you do! 'Then if there'e any croup or
whooping cough among your children
administer Dr. Pine-Tar-HoneY.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Win. C. Whitney enjoys the distinc-
tion of having beexmie a grandpa and
bridegroom in the same year. Hurrah
for the gold-bugs, they seem to be on
top.
When the children wake up in the
night coughing one dose of Dr. Bell's
Piue-Tar-Honey is all that's needed.
Sold by R.C. Hardwick.
The Republicans declared McKinley
to be the "advanee agent of prosperity."
Many people have feared that he would
be at least four years in advance of
prosperity, but let us all hope that that
fear will prove to have beeu groundless.
4 
Geo. L. Allen, Clear Springs, Ky ,
writes that he is confident butherlaechs
Eagle Eye Salve saved his eyes from go-
ing out. It is the greatest remedy on
earth for any and all kind of sore eyes,
granulated lids, etc.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
••••-
If the Republican editors were really
smart they would have as little as pos-
sible to say about McKinley's popular
majority-aa the greater part of the
people all over the country understand
exactly how the majority was secured.
Dr. Bell's Peppermiat Chill Tonic is a
pertect liver regulator--anti-malarinl
and blood purifier. Removes billions-
Mal Without purging. Cures ehills and
makes the compleziom good. Gummi-
teed by all derdere.
liold by B. C. Hardwick.
Yon can't kill off the noble army of
cabinet-makers. They continue to
make and unmake Cabinet* daily, but
the only way for the public to do is to
wait until Mark Haulm gives out his
geese, and then wIll be the time to take
a few sharte of stock at par.
Rheumatism Cured In • Day.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically curee in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the system is remerkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disehee immediately die-
appears. The first dosegreatlo benefits ;
76 cents• Sold by R. 0. Hardwick Drug-
giat ilopkinsville.
Grover Cleveland is not SO miseeable.
after all. Not only dm he his dear Me•
Kinley'm election-nr rather him alleged
election-to make huppy, but there
im the further fact that David Ben-
uett Hill'. earth:- collies to an toil
on the Mame day that McKinley goes' in.
to office.
Backea's Arnica have.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Soros, Tetter, Chapped Hands
()corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pereet satisfacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick liopkinsville Ky.
The New ERA positively asserts right
now that John Shaman will octopy
some place iu McKinley's Cabinet. It
does so because it knows that Mark
Hanna wants to sit in the Senate, and
he dares not oust-Sherman without giv-
iug him some other place. Mark the
prediction.
No people suffer so much from physi-
cal disablilities as those whose business
requires little or no muscular exertion.
The Lack of exercise reuses the liver to
become sluggist and the result is con-
stant Constipation, Indigestion, Bilious-
ness and sick Headache. To prevent
this take Simmons Liver Regulator; it
keeps the liver active and makes one's
condition as comfortable as those who
have much exercise.;
The people of die_ First District of
Colorado have brolitin the record. They
will send John F. Shaforth to Congress
with a majority of '0,373 behind him
That is the largest ever given any can-
didate in any Congressional District
since the foundation of the United
States government. ;
Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill Tonic
cures chills permanently. A sure appe-
tizer. A perfect blood purifier. A com-
plete strengthener. Dr. Bell's Pepper-
mint Chill Tonic will give color to the
thee and change that sallow complexion
to a healthful, rosy hue. It corrects
disorders of the stomach and aids diges-
tion. Overcomes , nervous depresaion
and low spirite. It Will restore exhaust-
eel rind nursing mothers to full strength
and energy and makes children fut as
tby C. Hardwick.
If reporte are to be believed, Mark
Hanna is showing mi exquisite sense pf
the eternal fitness of things. It is said
that he does not wIsh a Cabinet office-,
a., it would;add nothing to his glory and
would interfere with his busiuess. lit.
has his eye upon the "Millionaires.'
Club" and will try te induce John Sher-
man to make way for him. Mr. Hanna.
seems to know where he belongs, where
he would feel at home, and where a
dascinating combittation of public and
private business can be made.
pigs.
If Senator Sherinen can by hook er
crook secure any ailace in McKinley's
Cabinet-no matter what it is, nor
whetheror not it Snits him-he would
do well to take it, because as sure as his
name is John SheOnan, Marcus Aureo-
lus Hanna lute his eye on his seat iu the
millionaire's 'clubh A Cabinet place
would take up too timeh of his time, so
Hanna has decided that he will take a
seat in the Senateewhich does not at all
interfere with the business of a man
who cares nothine for the interests of
the public.
CASTOR IA








AVege table Preparationfor As-
simita t ing &Food and Hcg ula-
















A perfect Remedy for Cottelipa-
tion, sour Stornach.Diarrhoca,
Worms.Convulsione,Feverish-
ness and Loss OF SLEEP.
YaeSimile. Signature of
#4611/Yr---4C4'.
WEW -Y0 I/ K.
muntks
35 DOSIS -3.11CIENTS










Caton, is yet ep osehise leseat or..iy.
is not gold ia bulk. Dos% alley anyone tc
you anything alas es the piss or protium that it
it "just as rood" and 'eel Matter every ym-




GO TO THE LEADER
FOR WRAPS AND MILLINERY.
We are still tere and will stay. We are
receiving a new line of wraps every day. con-
Eisting of :adies capes. jackets,
FRENCH AND LNGLISH COATS,
childrers reefers for all ages. no /wo alike, cv.
ery wrap warranted tailor-made and the latest
style. We a'so have a ft lot of mil:inery end
fancy goods,
FINE PATTERN 1:1;ITS.
C.)me ana se - u-. No trouble to show


















▪ Mad.: only by CITURCII & CO., New York. Seel ee ehreers everywhere.









in packages. f.our-universallya&ma-t-::,:E-J earcht In the wer14.Costs no more than ce.hzeracl:vre
stNia-nevcr sroi!s
































?..?• fbei & Satf,
Stable!




JOHN B. CASTLEI•iAN A. G. LA NOTRAY•
ROYAL
Insur ncA Cr mpany cf Liverpool
BAI?BEE(IANN; ZAT
MANAGERS SOUTHERN CLPIPMLN7
COLL7A1131.4 BUILDIFG, LOUISVILLE, E Y
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
A Popular Man
Owes his MIMEOS society largely
to his appearance, and the Man who
is ambitione to climb the social lad-
der must know the value of being
well dressed. They also know that
we are the tailore whose cut and fit
has made madly a man. The latest
dictates of fashion are closely fol-
lowed by us in both style. and choice
of goods, and a suit made here is







Grew Worse under Treatment of Hest
Physician*. Tried '
CUTICURA REMEDIES
Great Change In five Days and To-day Is
Entlirely Cured.
My bah, had ?tem% In its worst forru.
One ot the bent phy tetanal in the elf y attended
her, but she emitire.1 t." g'et WOF114. all the
thine. lie finally a milted be was at his wita'
en.i. men got Ct TIC t: MA "LEM 3.111ES, 111111
&fry days notteed 4 great elm,. ye /ft Off ro,..
Jiteo, Ely contained to imprior and to-day
is entirely cured, haa mee head of hair, and is
lively and hearty. I spent ertmlaterable mortal
for drugs and doetnr'sbills, which was useless.
.1. JACOBS, 2031 Wilkuss Ave., Bait., Md.
artier Cray Twosome. -Warw. baths Crvi-
a• to•r, w•Otha applid.1141a• Of Untie, es• 1411ataftOnta
the Vest akin tom 4441 add emceed 4.4.1Tvituad Kasub-
•ear. WNW* et estate carer.
gold tiwoegboat Me world PAC.. Commas She
eo•r.lie . Itsom•se Me sod al Poryse Deco •so
Cams tame, Sole Mose , Serum
BOW %Care Leery slum Hawn." roaillad free
"The Way to Fix it,"
said the Deacon when planning a
chaise that eovidn't break down, "is
tc make the weakest spot as strong as
the rest " This is what Joliette/fa
BiLLADONNA PLASTZBIt do to the hu.
man vehicle. They touch the weak,
sore, achiug, tendte spots, and make
them strong as the rest. See the Rod
Crow on the plester-the sign oh gen-
tab:anew and merit.
JOHNSON it JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemists, New York.







, • '-ale Stable.
A uice line ot pretty turnouts always on hand. (-1111 on
u4. m,ableon *vest Seventh st.
Bethel College,
RUSSELLVILLE, KY.
.4ccessibly,!1 ealthful,'Nine School's, Thorou gh
Instruction:No:Saloons, Expenses Aloderate.
For:illustratedleatalogue,laddress
W. S. Hyland, - Presidents
weletehe
•
•
